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Abst.ract

This experiment was designed to examine three salient
issues concerning the effect of sleep on memory. First, the

source of the sleep effect was examined. That is, this
st.udy sought to determine whether t.he facílit.ating effect
of sleen nn mêma')r^\/ is rlrra fo ¡ nnqf- Iaerninn rarlrr¡t-inv! Jreu¡/ vII ¡tterrlv! J re 

---n ]_n

interference, or Lo a consolidation of t.he memory trace.
Second, this study sought to separate the effects of sleep

itsel-f on memory from those of circadian rhythms. The third
and final- goal of this study was to replicate and ext.end

seminal work in this area by establishing the sleep effect
within the context of recognit.ion memory. To address these

issues the study employed a five group design. All subjects

l-earned under conditions of emotional arousal as the

literature seemed to indicate that arousal is necessan/ for
memory consol-idation. Arousal was induced by having the

subject.s view an emot.ionally arousing film. Immediately

following the film subjects were exposed to a list. of
neutral words. Memory for these words was test.ed after
i-nterval-s which did or did not include sl-eep. The resurts
of this investigation reveal-ed an effect of point. of sleep

interpolation and a circadian rhythm effect. on memory. This

investigation al-so extended previous work by documenting

the sleep effect within the context. of recognition memory.

.Flra<a racrrìf c are discussed in light of t.he not.ion of

memory consolidation. suggestions for future research are

al-so discussed.
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Introduction

In 1885 Ebbinghaus pubJ_ished the results of what are

generally acknowledged (e.9. Finkenbinder, I9L3¡ van Ormer,

1933) as the first rigorous investigations of human memory.

In this series of now classic studies Ebbinghaus, serving

as both subject and experimenter, charted the rate of
forget.ting for nonsense syllables. He required himself to
learn each list of syllables to a criterion of two perfect

recitations. Ret.ention was then t.ested af ter interval_s

ranging from 20 minutes to 3l- days. Retention was measured.

by the "method of savings". In brief , t.he method of
savings invorves recording the amount of practice initially
required to reach a criterion. Then, at the desired

interval, L.he amount of pract.ice required to relearn the

list to t.he same criterion is measured. The difference
between the two trials is then expressed as a percentage of
the original learning. Ebbinghaus plot.t.ed these percent-

saving scores against time to derive his curve of
forget.ting. This steeply sloped, negatively accelerating

curve reveal-s that most forget.ting occurs within t.he first
48 hours; after which the line becomes approximately

paral1e1 to the axis. However thís otherwise smooth curve

was marred by the fact that forgetting slowed dramatically
between t.he I and 24 hour interval. Ebbinqhaus dismissed

the slow down in forgettinq as artefact.ual. Accordingly he



conducted a series of control- test.s in which his learning
criterion was l-owered from two to one perfect recitation.
The results from these additional- tests confirmed his
earl-ier observation: forgett.ing did indeed slow
rlr=mar-i ¡=l'ìrr ¿l the 24 hggf int.efVa] . g1r'ì-rsarrrronfrfvu! rt¡uçr vqJ. Ju!Ðg\4LTEIIL

researchers (i.e. Radossawl -iar^¡i f<¡Ìr 1 o07 ; Finkenbinder,

1-91-3; Luh, !922 ) have reported a similar slowdown at. the

same point of t.he curve suggesting this is a rather robust
pnenomenon.

Despit.e the fact that sleep occupied a large part of
the B to 24 hour interval Ebbinghaus refused to accept [he
possibility that. it was somehow responsible for the

observed results (van ormer, 1-933) . subsequentry however,

investigations designed to isolate the effects of sleep on

memory v/ere conducted. .Tenkins and Dal-lenbach (1924), for
example, sysLematically compared the rat.e of forgetting
during sleep and waking. They had two subjects rearn l-ist.s

of nonsense syllables either at night or in the morning.

The subjects were then asked to recall t.he lists at
interval-s of one, Lwo, four, and eight hours. when learning
occurred at night the retention intervals were occupied by

s1eep, when it occurred in the morning the ret.ention

interval-s v/ere comprised of normal waking activity. The

researchers found that. in all cases recal-l was superior in
t.he sleep condition. Moreover recall- at two, four, and

eighL hours remained constanL in the sleep condit.ion while



showing a steady decline in t.he awake condition. The

systematic decline in the awake condition is entirelv
consistent with Ebbinghaus, work. However, insofar as

retention remains constant during a period when most

forgetting should occur, the results from the sleeo

condition are inconsistent wit.h the well documented curve

of forgetting. van ormer (L932) obtained very similar
result.s. However, he found that forgetting stopped at one

hour rather than at two hours, and that recarr- at the one

hrour interval did not differ between the sreep and awake

conditions.

The effect of sleep on memory, or the sleep effect, is
typically int.erpreted in terms of interference theory (e.g.

.fenkins & Dall-enbach, 1924; Ekst.rand, L967) . fn brief ,

interference theory hol-ds that al-l- forgetting is due ro
interference from other learning. The interference mav come

from prior learning in which case forget.ting is due to
proactive int.erference (Pr), or it may come from subsequent

learning so that forget.ting is caused by retroact.ive
int.erference (nr¡ . According to this view sleep exerts its
influence by protecting memory from t.he noxious effects of
RI. Since RI depends on learning, and learning is not

believed t.o occur during sleep, t.he memory trace is assumed

to remain unchanged during a sreep filled retention
int.erval. The simplicity and intuitive appeal of this
interpretation have mad.e it the dominant view. However, the



model does not seem entirely capable of explaining the

sleep effect. Consider, for example, van Ormer,s (L932)

result.s which show that retention aft.er one hour of sl-eeo

is equal to retention aft.er one hour of waking. rf the lack
of interference during sleep was the only cause of the

sleep effect then, based on the steeply sloped curve of
forgetting, a difference would have been apparenr everì

after one hour. rn fact the study reveal-ed that both the

awake and the asleep conditíons showed a loss of
approximately 56e" in the f _i rsf hcrrr o f igure which is
remarkably close Lo the 55.88 l-oss reported by Ebbinghaus.

Also, .fenkins and Dallenbach (L924) showed t.hat forgetting
progressed normally for t.he first two hours during sJ-eep

and then stopped. These resu]ts create a powerful paradox

for inLerference theory. specifically, the moder is left
the unenviable task of explaining why forget.ting
progresses normally during the early part of the night and

then for no apparent reason stops. The alternatives
available for solving this conundrum are limited: either
interference occurs during sreep or it does not. The first
al-Lernative can account for t.he forgetting observed during
the early part. of the night.. However, this position cannot

explain why forgetting seems to stop during t.he middle and

later portions of the night. (,fenkins & Dallenbach, 1-924¡

van Ormer, 1-932) . The second alternative, the belief that
sleep protecLs memory from interference is more widerv



accepted, but is unabl-e to account. for the amount of
forrrcff ìnrr r¿hiCh OCCgTS dUr'ì no sleen. Therefôrê. âsu su! ¿¡¡v Ð¿ççP . ¿¡rç! u!v! ç, qÐ

presently formulated, interference theorv seems unable tro

completely account. for the sleep effect.
Consol-idation theory offers an alt.ernative explanation

of the sleep ef f ect. Although t.here is some disagreement

over the specifics of the consolidation process (e.g.

Wickelgren, 1976; Elzsenck & Frith, 1-977 ) it is argued that
memory traces require some time to stabirLze. This period

of stabil-ization is thought to infl-uence the permanence of
the memory trace, âs wel-l- as the probability of recall.
Thus, according to t.his view, the environment of sleep may

work to promote the consolidat.ion of the memory trace
t.hereby making it. more resistant t.o disruptive forces. This

line of reasoning is more consistent with the van Ormer

(1-932) result.s because [he one hour period of forgetting
during sleep can be explained in terms of the time required
for consol-idation. After consolidation is compl-ete 1itt1e
forgretting is expect.ed t.o occur unt.il- morninq reinstares
t.he noxious effects of interference. There is some debace

however as to whet.her sleep or simply "nighttime" per se is
involved in the process of consolidation. More precisely,
some (e.9. Wickelgren, 1-976; Idzikowski, L9g4) have

questioned whether the sleep effect is indeed dependent on

sleep or simply a function of circadian rh¡zthms.

Researchers who raised this question pointed t.o the facc



t.hat some circadian variaLions are entirely dependent on

s1eep, while others are completely independent of sleep but

tend to share the same time period (e.g. fdzikowski &

Oswald, I983) .

It seems fair to conclude t.hat a number of issues

concerning the effect of sleep on memory remain unresol_ved.

This paper will address some of the more salient suestions

surrounding the sleep effect. by: 1) contrasting the rival-
interference and consolidation interpretations of the sl_eep

effect., and 2) separating the effects of sleep from those

of circadian rhr¡l-hms Tn qet the Staqe overviews of the

interference and consolidation positions will be provided.

The link between memory consol-idation and arousal wilr also
be explored. Finarty the existing l-iterature addressing the

issue of sleep and forgetting will be reviewed and

interpreted.



Memory Storage Dynamics and Forget.ting

Tnl- orf arôn^â rFl.rann¡

fn one form or an anot.her int.erference theory is
generally accepted as the dominant t.heory of forgetting
(e.9. McGovern, 1964; Keppel , Lg68,. postman, Stark, &

Fraser, 1968; Loftus & Loftus, rg76; Mensink & Raaijmakers,

1988). The classical two-fact.or theory of interference
(Melton & Irwing, 1-940) emerged from the mu1t.i-list,
l-aboratory experiment.s which dominated memory research

during this time period. Not. surprisingfy the theory more

t.han adequat.ely explained the observed data. However the

theory seemed unabl-e to deal with extra-experimental

sources of forgett.ing. Consequently a number of
interference models emerged which at.tempted to address this
shortcomíng. one such model-- the Keppel (1968) nonspecific
int.erference theon'-- r¡zi I I be reviewed along with two-

factor theorv.

T\rrn-É-: ¡l- nr rFl-ru-,,_ - **__- -..eorv.

According to t.his model all_ forgetting can be

explained in terms of two factors: unl_earninq and

competition. The former is believed to be a stroraqe

phenomenon occurring at. the t.ime of int.erpolated learning,



while the latter occurs at recall-. Retroactive interference
(RI) is produced by the joint act.ion of Ehe two factors,
while proactive interference (pr) is solely a function of
response competition. Classically, unlearning was

explained in t.erms of unreinforced or punished first. list
intrusions during t.he acquisition of second l-ist responses

(Melton & frving, L940) . In other words, it was believed
that in a typical two l-ist paired-associate paradigm (i.e.
A-8, A-C) the learning of the second l_ist would, to a

certain degree, €licit the first list responses. rnsofar as

these first list responses \^rere incorrect they went

unreinforced, or were even punished, resulting in a

weakening of the originai- s-R relationship. rn short then,

this hypothesis predict.s a direct relationship between

unlearning and any variabl-e which infl-uences the degree of
el-icitation of first list responses. rn support of this
position researchers found that. increasing the probability
of int.rusions by increasing t.he interl-ist simiraritrz
increased the amount of Rr (Postman, Keppel & stark, !965¡

Friedman & Reynolds, L967) . Conversely, decreasingr the

likel-ihood of intrusions by prompting the subjects

decreased t.he amount of RI (Goggin, 1,967). Despite this
limited success unl-earning was not definitively
demonstrated until 1-959 when Barnes and Underwood

developed t.he Modif ied Modif ied Free Recall_ (MMFR) test.
The logic behind the test was quite simple: remove the



effects of competition and any observed RI can be

attributed solely to unlearning. The MMFR t.est achieved

this goal by providing subjects with unl_imited time to
reproduce both the B and C responses to each stimulus. By

asking for both responses, and allowing the subject

unl-imited tima l-n roqnnnrl this test was believed to
completely circumvent the competition fact.or. However, it
should be noted that researchers (e.g. Koppenaal, 1963:

Ceraso & Henderson, 1-965,- Postman, St.ark & Fraser, 1,969)

have consistently found evidence of pr with the MMFR test
suggest.ing that. the test either fails to completely

circumvent the compet.ition factor, or the two-factor
analr¡sis nf PT'i s inr-nmnlote.!¡rvvrr$/ r e I

The distinct.ion between the second factor,
competition, and unlearning is based on item availabil-itv.
Unlearning is believed to result. in a permanent l_oss of
memory, whil-e the l_oss associat.ed with the competition

fact.or is bel-ieved to be Lemporary. This second factor is
typically subdivided into specific and general_ized

compet.ition. specific compet.ition refers to the bÌockinq of
individual responses aL recall-. This blocking is thought to
occur as a function of incompatible responses becoming

associated t.o the same stimulus (post.man & underwood,

L973) . General-ized competition, on the other hand, refers
to the u... the tendency to continue to give second-list.

responses on the ret.ention test. for the first list"



t_0

(Postman & Underwood, 1-973- p.23) . Finally, both types of
competition are believed to l-rc n.s'if irzaly rel-ated to the

degree of interlist. similarity. The Lwo-factor model is
plagued by a number of problems. For example, unrearning is
never complete (Keppel, L968; postman, L972; postman &

Underwood, 1,973; Spear, L978) . With t.he a]most total
abandonment of the elicitation hypothesis (Keppel, 1969)

two-factor theory cannot offer a plausible expranation for
this differentia] sensitivitw to unlearning. Nor can the

model explain why pr is consistently found in situations
presumably devoid of competition (i.e. the MMFR test) _

Perhaps most import.antly two-factor theory is unable tro
account for ext.ra-experimental sources of forgetting
(Underwood ç Postman, 1-960¡ Keppe] , 1968; Spear i_9TB) . This

last problem has been addressed by a number of
researchers. Underwood and postman (1960), for example,

initially identified pI as the major source of extra-
experimental forgett.ing. According to this view existinq
language habits are suppressed during learning. However,

these habits later recover Lo interfere with recall-. The

model- was initially well received as an extension of two-

factor theory. subsequently however the mod.er was abandoned

when it became apparent that its predictions were not being

supported (e.9. Underwood & Keppet, l-963; Underwood &

Ekstrand, 1,966¡ Keppel , L968; 1,9j2) . A nonspecific
interference theory (Keppel, !969) , which shift.ed the
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emphasis back to Rf , was l-ater proposed. This model has

enjoyed considerably more longevity than its predecessor

and wil-l therefore be discussed in some detail.

Nonsner-i f i c Tnf erfcrênñê fhpnr-r¡! v! uarvv uI-- - - , -

According to this model forgetting is due to general

linguistic activity occurring during t.he ret.ention interval
(Keppel, 1968). Moreover this int.erference is not thouqht

to be stimulus specific (Keppel , 1-972). In other word.s,

t.his reLroactive interference is not d.ependent on any

rel-ationship between original J-earning and the interpolated
activity. Any type of linguist.ic activity can produce RI.

rndeed, interpol-ated linguistic activity is defined broadly

enough so that RI is thought to result from any waking

activity (Keppel, 1968). According to Keppel interpo]ated
linguistic act.ivity results in an unlearning of the

original material. Therefore this nonspecj-fic interference
produces a nonreversíble loss of memory. The degree of
unlearning is Ehought to depend on two factors: sLrengt.h of
the original learning and amount of post.learning

linguistic activity
The existence of nonspecific Rr has been documented

(e.g. Keppel, Henschel, & Zavortnik, L969) . However, the

two factors governing the degree of unlearning have proven

more elusive. By and largre research has focused on the
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manipulat.ion of the post.learning linguistic activity. For

instance, Keppel (1-912) compared t.he ret.ention of subjects

exposed to forty five minutes of "intense,' postlearning

verbal activity to that of a group of subject.s who engaged

in "minimal" verbal- act.ivíty during the reEention interval-.
The resul-ts failed to support the prediction of the model:

retent.ion of t.he "int.ense" subjects did not differ from

that of the "minimal-" subjects. In fact the onl_rz real_

support for this model comes from studies comparing the

differential effect.s of wakíng and sleeping during the

retent.ion interval (e.9. Radossawljewitsch, L907; Jenkins t
Dallenbach, 1924; van Ormer, L932¡ Ekstrand, 1_96i; Benson &

Feinberg , 1-977; Idzikowski , 1,984) . According to this model

the sleep effect is due Lo an obvious curtailment of verbal-

activity during the retent.ion interval (Keppel, L972) . To

be sure the sleep ef f ect is robust. However t.here are some

problems with the int.erference interpret.ations of the

results. First, this position does not. rule out the rival-
consol-idat.ion hypothesis. The observed sleep ef f ect cou]d
just as likely be due to a consolidation of t.he memorv

trace, âs it coul-d be due to the absence of RI durino

sleep. Second, âS an extension of two-fact.or theory, t.he

nonspecific interference model is specifically designed to
deal with t.he permanent effects of unl-earning. However, the
primary measure utilized in t.he availabl_e sl-eep effect
st.udies is f ree reca]l. rL is now coilìmonl-y accept.ed thac
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free recall is not an appropriate measure of response

availability (e.9. Wickelgren, I976; Eysenck & Firth, 1977;

spear, L978¡ Tilley, 1-981) . Therefore t.his index should not

be used to address the issue of unl-earning. on the other
lranri rô^^ññ'i r ion tests are bel_ieved Lo he re'l ¡ | .i r¡ol r¡r¡q¡rs !çvv¡¡¡rrururr usÐLÞ clrg JJU_L-LeveLr LtJ L_ pUfe

measures of response availability (e.g. Loftus & Loft.us,

1,976; Wickelgren, L976; Eysenck & Firth, j-g'17; Spear,

I97B; Tilley, l-981), and accordingly are thought to more

appropriately index the cont.ents of memory (e.g. Tulving &

Pearlstone, 1,966; Wol_f ord , L9'71, ¡ Lof tus & Lof tus , 1_9-/ 6;

Wickelgren, 1,916; Elzsenck A Frit.h, L9j7;). In short then,

t.he interference interpretation of the sleep effect is
vitiated by the confounding elements of retrieval_

interference. A more appropriate test. of the nonspecific
interference model woul-d seem r,., reorire some sort of
recognition test.

fn surr'rnary, according to two-fact.or theory (Melton &

rrving, 1'940) and its of f shoot the nonspecif ic model- of
interference (Keppel, :-g68) , all forgetting can be

accounted for in terms of interference. Moreover this
interference is due to two basic mechanisms: competition
and unl-earning. Single-list f orget.ting (i . e. extra-
experimental forgetting) is accounted for completely in
Lerms of unlearning. This extra-experimental unlearning
apparently occurs as a function of interpolated linguistic
activity which produces a permanent l-oss of item
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availability. Most. important.ly, extra-experimental

unlearning is believed t.o occur during any waking interval,
but not during sleep (Keppel-, t96B; 1972).

Memorv Consolidat.ion

The idea Ehat. memory traces continue to deverop after
active learning ceases dates back to t.he turn of the

century (wickelgren, L97 6) . This process of consolidation
is post.ulat.ed to be a neurophysiological phenomenon

dependent on nonspecific changes in brain chemistry

(rdzikowski & oswald, 1983; Tdzikowski, l-984). Essentialry
there are two basic cl-asses of consolidation theories: one

cl-ass postulates an actual- increase in trace strenqth for a

period of time following act.ive learning. The other
suggests that trace strength remaíns constant, but thac

some other property changes so as to make the trace less

susceptible to disruption. Thus, al-though t.here is some

disagreement as to the specifics of the consolidation
process itself , â11 mode]s agree t.hat a consolidat.ed memory

Lrace is best able t.o wit.hstand dísruption.
T\uo specific models of memory consolidation--- the

trace st.rengt.h model (Eysenck & Frith, 1,9j7 ) and Lhe trace
fragility model (Wickelgren, tg74) --- will_ be discussed in
the following sect.ion. The fol-lowing section wir-1 arso

incl-ude a discussion of the relationship between arousal



and memory consolidation. This is
exceptions ( i . e. Wickelgren, L9j 4)

that the process of consolidation

arousal.

15

desirable since, with few

, most t.heorists bel-ieve

is somehow related to

The Trace Fraoilit-w trlocle'l

wickeJ-gren (r97 4) suggests t.hat learning estabrishes a

memory trace with given strength and fragility--- both of
which decline with age. Trace sLrength is postulated ro

determine Lhe probability of recall_ or recoglnition.
Fragility, on the other hand, determines trace
susceptibility to degradation (i.e. time decay, disruption
etc. ) . Moreover strength and fragility are assumed to be

independent of each other. According to this moder then,

consolidation represents a progressive decline in trace
f ragility (i . e. susceptibilit.y to degradation) .

Wickelgren (I974; L916) argues that his model is
congruent with a number of wel_l established memorv

phenomena. For example, the model_ predicts that the
great.est amount of forgetting will occur aL the time of
great.est fragility (i.e.immediately after acquisition) and

t.hen slowdown as fragility declines (wickelgren, r976).
This is consist.ent with the well est.ablished decel_eratinq

rate of f orgetting (e.9. Ebbinghaus, l_Bg5; Murdock, L961_) .

The model can also account for the fact that. retroqrade
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amnesia typically results in the loss of the most recentlv
acquired memories (Russerl, 1959). According to the trace
fragility model the most recent memories are the most

fragile and t.herefore should be the most easily disrupt.ed
(Wickelgren, ]-976). Wickelgren also contends t.hat the model

can account for the effects of spaced learning. Briefly,
the available data show that. memory is improved by

increasing the time between successive study trials
(Madigan, 1-969) . Wickelgren argues that. this is to be

expected since increasing t.he lag between trials decreases

trace fragility thereby decreasing susceptibility t.o Rr.

However, since trace strength also declines with aqe it is
not clear why the beneficial- effects of reduced fragirity
woul-d not. be offset by the concomitant reduction in trace
st.rength. Fina1ly, Wickelgren (I976) contends that the

sleep effect provides strong support for his model-. He

points specifically to a 1,972 st.udy by Ekst.rand which

reported that memory was best if sleep immediately fol_lowed

learning. wickelgren argues that sleep protects the trace
from degradation. Thus having sleep immediat.ely follow
learning produces the greatest protection since this is the
time of greatest. f ragility (Wickelgren, 1,97 6) . The trace
fragility model is difficult to evar-uate. To be sure the
model- does provide a reasonable fit for the avai]able
data. However it is not clear why one needs to assume the
existence of an independent trace characterist.ic such as
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fragility. Logically, fragiJ-ity and strength woul-d seem

more likely to occupy opposite ends of the same continuum

rather than be completely independent. rn fact the data

which ostensibly supports the fragility model can be

accounted for, more parsimoniously, by a strength model.

Consider for instance, the decelerating curve of
forgetting. The fragility model suggests this curve is due

to decreasing fragility. rn cont.rast a strength model would

interpret the decelerating curve of forgetting in terms of
a finibe increase in t.race strength. Hence the two models

make the same predictions, however the strengt.h model is
more parsimonious. rndeed virtuarJ-y arJ- phenomena which are

accounted for in terms of decreasing fragility can readily
be accounted for in t.erms of increasing strength. The onry

real difference between the two model-s is that the strenqth
model predícts reminiscence (i.e. improved performance

during rest) while the fragility model does nor.

The Trace Strenqt.h Model.

Most strength model-s explain consoridation in terms of
some potentiat.ing fact.or which rises from a minimum to a

maximum during rest (E\zsenck & Frith, 1,977) . In this view
consolidation fulfil-ls t.wo basic functions: First., it
protect.s memory traces from being destroyed by future
events. This assumption is supported by studies
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demonstrating that el-ectric shock will only disrupt
learning if it occurs within a circumscribed period of
time (E\¡senck & Frith, L977). Dat.a showing t.hat retrograde

amnesia typically influences only the most recently
acquired information al-so supports this proposal (Russel-l_,

1959) - second, conso]idation improves performance. This is
supported by data showing that. administration of stimulants
during rest improves post-rest performance (Garg & Hol-l_and,

1'968) ' and by the phenomenon of reminiscence (Ballard,

1-91-3 ; McGeoch, l-935) .

The E\zsenck and Frith (Lgl7) model of memory

consolidation draws heavily from Walker,s (1958) theory of
action decrement. According t.o this position the

consolidation process which fol-lows acquisition is assumed

to progress through three dist.inct st.ages (Wal_ker, 195g;

E\zsenck & Frit.h, L977). rn the first sLage the learning is
neither available for improving performance, nor is it
protect.ed from disruption. The negative bias against
performance observed at this stage is believed Lo occur in
order to protect t.he t.race from any disruption due to
repetit.ion (Walker, 1958) . This stage is someLimes termed

the perseveration stage. The second stage which fol_lows is
typically called t.he reverbertory period. During this sE,ag,e

the learning is thought to be availabl-e but not protected.

Passage from t.he first to t.he second stage is termed

primary consolidation (Eysenck & Firth, LgTi) . Disrupt.ion
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of the primary consolidation process has long been thought

to produce retrograde amnesia (Russell- & Nat.han, 1,946;

Russell, :..959). During the third and final stage of
consol-idation the learning is both avail-able and protect.ed.

This accounts for the finding that insults to the central-

nervous system wil] only disrupt t.he most recently acquired

memories (Russell, l-959). Passage from the second to the

third stage is termed secondary consol-idation (E\¡senck a

Fírt.h, 1-977). The movement. of t.he trace Lhrough the stages

of consol-idation is believed to depend mostly on trace
int.ensity, which is itself dependent. on the degree of
arousal present during Iearning. (Walker, l_958; Eysenck &

Firth, 1,9'77) . The lower the intensit-w lìe- arousal ) fhe

quicker the movement through the stages. Rapid movement

through t.he stagies is believed to produce better initial-
recall-, but poorer long term retention. conversely slower

movement through t.he stages, because of higher trace
int.ensity, is believed to produce poorer initial recal_1 but.

better long Lerm ret.ention. This prediction has been

supported (e.g. Kleinsmith & Kaplan, L963: Wa1ker & Tarte,
1_963).

By way of suÍmary then, the trace strength modet

assumes that consolidation performs the dual function of
improving performance and protecting memory from

disrupt.ion. As a resul-t it is believed that prior to
complete consol-idaLion learning cannot. be totally
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manifested, nor is it immune to disruption (Wa1ker, !958¡
Eysenck & Firth, ]-971) . The consolidation process proper is
t.hought to progress through three distinct st.ages. The

movement. of the memory trace through the stages of
consolidation is bel-ieved to depend heavily on overall
arousal. The next sect.ion will be devot.ed to a more

complete discussion of the rel-at.ionship between arousal and

memory consol-idation. However, before proceeding it is
interesting to note Ehat some researchers have argued that
sleep is (Marr, L970) , or may be (Eysenck & FirLh, t97j) a

necessary part of the consol_idation process.

Arousal- and Memorv St.oraqe _

Historically the link between arousal and memory was

made explicit by Walker,s (1958) theory of action
decrement.. In brief , Wa]ker proposed t.hat memory traces are

laid down in a gradual fashion. Inifiallw these frar-os are

very Iabile and thus easily disturbed,. Therefore walker
proposed the existence of a temporary inhibition of recal-l_

during this perseverative phase of development. The

duration of t.his perseverative stage, and the ]ong term

retention of material was be]ieved to be a funct.ion of
arousal. Specifically, Walker (1958) believed that. high
arousal- produced greater initial- inhibition, but also
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greater long term retention. conversely l-ow arousal- was

t.hought to produce a reverse effect. This prediction was in
complete accordance wit.h the available animal l_iterature
(e.9. Wal-ker, 1958; Wal_ker A paradise, l95B) .

The first study involving human subjects which

supported the action decrement hypothesis was reported by

Kleinsmith and Kaplan in 1,963. This study employed the

typical paired-associate learning paradigm. However one

group of subjects was exposed to arousing stimurus words,

while the other received neut.ral words. Five retention
int.erval-s v¡ere used: immediate, 20 minut.es, 45 minutes, l-

day and 1 week. Arousal was operationally defined as an

increase in skin resistance. The GSR recording equipment

was also att.ached during the recall phase ,, To ensure

constancy of conditions... " lpp. 19]-l . The results were in
complete accordance with the action decrement position: The

l-ow arousal group exhibit.ed significantly bet.ter immediat.e

recal1, and significantly worse long-term recal-l- than the
high arousal- group. These resul-ts have been replicat.ed by

studies using the same procedure (e.g. Walker & Tarte,
1,963; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1,969¡ Butter, 1-g7O) , by studies
manipulating arousal via whìf e no-i sc (o g. Berlyne &

Carey, 1-968¡ Mclean, 1-969), and by studies comparing the
long term retent.ion of personality types (i.e.
introverLs/extrovert.s) thought to differ in r-ever- of
arousal (e.9. Howarth & Eysenck, j-968,. Mclean, 1969) .
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The above studies have implicitly assumed that arousal

refers to some nonspecific el-evated state of funct.ioning.

This is at odds with t.he more recent position that arousal

should be specifically defined (Hockey, 1"978; parker &

Weingartner, 1984). To this end consolidation theorists
have begun to link emotional arousal- to memory

consolidat.ion. The belief is that consolidation may be

mediated by the neural strucLures involved in the

processing of af fectively charged materj-al- (parker &

Weingartner, 1984) . More specifically, it is believed Ehat.

emotions work within neocortical reward systems to augment

the significance of an event and hence t.he probability of
recal-l (Esposito, L9B4; Parker & Weingartner, 1984) . The

proposed link between emot.ions and memory consolidation is
consistent with evidence suggesting thab the limbic system

is involved in both memory storage (Esposito, 1-994) and

emot.ional- arousal (Maclean, 1952) . Also recent evidence

shows that neocort.ical neurons in rats do indeed undergo

ext.ensive changes in response to hedonically relevant

environmental input (Squire, Cohen & Nadel, 1984) . Finalty,
the idea that. emotional arousal mediates memory

consolidat.ion is consistent with animal learning studies

which show strong consolidation effects in avoidance

learning (e.9. Smith & Kelly. l_9gB; Smit.h, l-990).
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According to interference theorv al_I extra-
experiment.al forgett.ing is due to RI (Keppel , 1,969) . This

extra-experimental Rr is believed to occur as a function of
interpolated linguistic activity, which result.s in a

permanent loss of item avail-abilit.y. Most importantly,
"interpolated linguist.ic activity" is broadly defined to
include al-l- language based activities (i.e. Lalking,
reading, listening, etc.). In shorL, all waking activity is
assumed to produce Rf (Keppel , 1_968¡ 1,972). As a resul_t,

sreep is simply viewed as a passive prot.ector of the memory

trace. once gloan ia r-arm-i nat.ed erosion of the memory trrace

is expected to continue unabated until the next sl-eeo

period, or until unl-earning mysteriously ceases (postman &

underwood, 1973; spear, L978). rt is important t.o note that
the memory trace is believed to emerge from sleep in
exactly the same form as it entered. Thus fundamental

changes to t.he memory trace are expected to occur only in
response to the RI produced by normal_ waking activity.

consolidation theories offer a pJ-ausible al_ternative
to interference theory. All consoridation models share

three basic assumptions: a) a memory trace takes some time
to stabilize, b) a memory Lrace is most easily disrupted
during its period of insLability, and c) memory performance
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is a direct function of trace strength. There is some

disagreement however as to t.he soecifie nature of the

consolidation process. The trace fragility model

(Wickelgren, L974; L976) postulates the exist.ence of two

independent trace qualit.ies --- strength and fragility.
Both qualit.ies are assumed to decline with aqe.

consolidation is thus believed to represenr a progressive

decline in trace fragility (i.e. suscept.ibility to
degradation) . Like interference theory, this model assumes

that sleep functions as a protect.or of the memory t.race.

However, the trace is no\^/ assumed to undergo fundamental

changes (i.e. a decline in fragility) during the course of
the night.. since the decl-ine in trace fragility is assumed

to depend exclusively on t.ime, sleep is simply viewed as

providing an environment. conducive to memory consolidation.
Rather than postulate the existence of two independent

trace qual-ities, the trace strength model_ explains

consolidation in terms of some potentiating factor (i.e.
strength) which rises from a minimum to a maximum durinq
rest (E1¡senck & Frith, 1,977). The process of consolidation
proper is t.hought Lo progress through three distinct
ql-:naq rFha mSygment Of the memnrr¡ f r^îè t-lrrarrnl.r +-ÌrarusVeo ¡ rrrÇ rtt\.rvsI[[eIIL (JL Lllts- ¡L!ç¡rrv!y u!GUç LIIIOUgn tffe Stagies

was initially believed to depend on general arousal
(Walker, 1-958) . However recent evidence suggests that
emot.ional- arousar in particular is related Lo memory

consolidation (Esposito, 1984; parker & weingartner, rgg4) .
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Because consolidation is defined simply in terms of a

finite increase in trace strength, this model predicts that
maximum performance will occur at the end. of the

consolidation process. Therefore the model- can account for
the growth of recall over time (i.e. reminiscence). Like

the previous t.wo positions the Lrace strength model also
views sleep as an essentially passive protector of the

memory trace. However this position differs from that of
the trace fragility model in that the memory trace is now

thought. to increase in strength during t.he night., rather
than to decrease in f ragil-ity. parent.heticarly it. should

also be mentioned that, of t.he three, only this model

al-l-ows for the possibility that sleep may actively promore

memory consolidation.

According to both consolidation mode1s, and

interference t.heory, sreep exerts its inf]uence on memorv

by simply protecting the memory trace from degradation.

Despite t.his congiruence al-l three models differ as to what

occurs to t.he memory trace during Ehe night. rnterf erence

theory suggests bhat t.he trace remains unchanged over the

course of the night, because only waking activity can

produce changes in the memory trace. conversely, although

they disagree as t.o the exacL reason whV, both

consolidation model-s propose that the memory trace emergfes

from sleep bett.er able to withstand degradation. Thus,

regardless of the specific model_, t.he consolidation
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it immediately fol-l-ows learning (Wickelgren, 1,974; E\zsenck

& Frit.h, 1-971). This predict.ion fol_lows from the belief
that a memory t.race is most easily disrupted during the
period of instability which immediately foll-ows learning.
since interference Eheory assumes no change in t.he memory

trace during sleep it. predicts no effect of point. of sleep

interpolation. fnstead the nonspecific interference tneory
predict.s Ehat, all things being equal, glroups wiIl only
differ as a function of the overall amount of wakinq

activity. rn other words, âs long as groups are equaced in
terms of overall wakefulness they should not differ with
regard to memory performance. Bearing these discrepant
predictions in mind the available sleep and memory

literature wil-l now be reviewed and int.erpreted
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Sleep and Memorv.

Extant research. Research has generally shown that
subjects who sleep during a retention ínt.erval_ remember

more than those who remain awake (Jenkins & Dal_lenbach,

1924; Spight, 1928¡ van Ormer, L932; Graves, L93'l;

Ekstrand, 1967; fdzikowski, 1984). fnterest in this area is
often traced to a study by ,Jenkins and Dallenbach (1924) .

In this seminal study two subjects were repeatedly tested

over the course of three months. The subjects l-earned lists
of nonserÌse syllables either in the morning or at night,
and then were tested at. interval-s of one, two, four, and

eight hours. In addition to showing t.hat ret.ention in the

sleep condition was superior at every int.erval, the study

also contained a number of other interestinq results.
Fj rst. i f was shown that f orocf l-i nrr 67^6¡rracaarl =FL ¿Lvv t vvqr rravvvr¡ ç¡rqu lvtvçuurr¡v ts/!uv!çÞÞ(:L/t c¡.u a

relatively normal pace for the first two hours. Second, and

perhaps most import.antJ-y, forgett.ing seemed t.o stop

completely at the two hour int.erval . Final1y, the overnight

retentiOn CUTVeS fOr bOth 5rr'l^riar-l- q rarza:.1g6! an aCtUal_

increase in recall- so t.hat ret.ention at eight hours was

superior to that. observed at the two hour interval. Van

Ormer (L932) later obtained an essent.ial_lv identical
pattern of results. However, he found no difference in the

rate of forgetting between the sleep and awake conditions
for the first hour; after which forgetting once again
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stopped. These results were l-ater replicated in a study

(Lovatt & Warr, 1968) which control-led for small group size
and t.ime of day effects. Tangentialty, the possibility that
time of day is a confounding factor is very real in studies

of this nature. Accordingly this issue has been addressed

by a number of investigations (e.g. Ekstrand, !967 ¡

Yaroush, Sul-livan & Ekstrand, 1971-; Barrett & Ekst.rand,

1972; Benson & Feinberg, 1-975¡ 1977; Idzikowski , 1-gg4)

which have, without exception, concl-uded that the sleep

effect is not dependent on the time of original learning.
Ekst.rand (L967 ) argued that the sleep effect provides

an ideal opportunity for investigating the processes

involved in RI and PI. He t.ested this notion within a 3

(RI/PIlno interference) x 2 (ret.ention interval) factorial
design. The conditions for the interference groups (i.e. RI

& PI) conformed to the standard t.wo list (i.e. A-8, A-C)

interference paradigm, while t.he no interference groups

only l-earned a sing]e list. The recal-l interval- was varied
so [hat. retention was measured immediat.ely, or after eight
hours of sleep. Therefore the study involved a totar- of six
groups. Ret.ention was measured by successive tests of paced

recall, free recall, and MMFR. The results of this st.udy

revealed that t.he sleep effect was significant for all
measures in the no interference condition. However, for the

inLerference groups the sleep effect reached significance
only on the I04FR tesl. This f inding is not.ewort.hy in that.
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it highlights the importance of choosino interference free

tests when investigating a storage phenomenon such as the

sleep effect, a position which is reinforced by the fact
that even in the no interference condition the sleep effect
was noticeably smal-ler on t.he two recall tests than on t.he

MMFR. Therefore this study demonstrat.ed that recall tests,
because of their extreme sensitivitrz to retrieval
interference, frây actually underestimate t.he amount of
mat.erial- in store. rn this study retrieval interf erence

actually offset t.he benefit.s of sleep on two of the t.hree

measures in t.he int.erf erence conditions. These resul-ts l-end

further support to the belief thaL recall measures do not

provide an accurate index of response availability (e.s.

Wickelgren, 1,976; Spear, L978¡ Ti11ey, I9B1) .

Yaroush, SulIivan, and Ekstrand (191L) reasoned t.hat

the distinct.ly different physiological patterns of NREM and

REM sleep may produce differential effect.s on memory. The

researchers decided t.o capitalize on the fact that NREM

sleep predominates during t.he first half of the night,
while REM sleep dominates the latter half. Thus thev

compared t.he effects of t.he first and second half of the

night on retention. The study involved three groups of
subject.s; al-l- of which learned a paired-associate list and

\¡/ere tested af ter a f our hour ret.ention interval. T\¡¡o

groups spent one night in the laborat.ory. Group one

learned, slept., and was test.ed during the first four hours
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of the night. The second group first slept for four hours

and then was treated in exactly the same manner as group

one. Thus group one was test.ed after sleeping for the first
half of the night, while group t.wo was tested after
cì aanì n^ F¡r the SeCOnd hal f nf f hc ni crhr ^ 

+-'t-,.i É/q drÐrççIrrrrV r(Jr LIte ÞeU()II(I IIct*, u¡¡v ¡¡¿v¡IL. ¿\ LIIII(.l gf OUp

learned during the day and was subsequent.ly tested after
four hours of normal waking act.ivity. The results reveal-ed

that sleeping during the firs[ half of the night produced

significantly better retent.ion than sleeping during the

second half, ot remaining awake during an equivalent

daytime interval. Moreover, t.he study reported bhat

retent.ion scores from group t.wo did not differ from the

scores of the awake group. Based on these results the

authors concl-uded Ehat NREM but noL REM sleep is
beneficial to memory. However, insofar as one gfroup (#Z¡

slept before learning, the study failed to control for
prior sleep. rn this regard research has shown that sleep

prior to learning is detrimental to recal1 after subsequenc

sleep (Grosvenor & Lack, 1-984) . Thus the difference between

the sleep groups could conceivably have been due to the

four hours of prior sleep in the second half condit.ion.

Barrett and Ekstrand (L912) replicated and extended the

Yaroush et al-. study by controlling for prior sleep. They

obtained an essentially identical patt.ern of result.s.
Based on these two investigat.ions Ekstrand and his
associates concl-uded that REM s1eep, because of its
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association to dreaming, acted as a source of RI and

therefore hindered reLent.ion.

The work by Ekstrand and his associates seems to

suggesL that REM sleep contributes little if anyt.hing to

memory consolidation. However the literat.ure concerning the

contribution of individual sleep stages bo memory is not

consistent. For instance, Grieser, Greenberg and Harrison
(1,912) report that REM sleep facil-itates t.he ret.ention of
affectively charged material, while NREM sleep contributes

to the consolidation of neutral material-. These resulcs,

later replicated by Schoen and Badia (L984) , are consistent.

with more recent investigations of the relat.ionship between

REM sleep and memory. For instance, Tilley and Empson

(1-978) compared t.he ef fects of REM versus NREM deprivation
on the retention of complex material. They found thaL the

REM-deprivat.ion group retained significant.ly less than the

NREM-deprivation group. Even more interesting was their
finding that t.he rate of deterioration during the recovery

night was significant.ly slower for the REM-

deprivation group. Based on these results the authors

concl-uded that t.he re-establishment of REM sleep during the

recovery night had restored the course of memory

consol-idation. These resul-t.s were l-ater replicated by

Tilley (1-9Bl-) . More recent.Iy Smit.h (in press) examined the

rol-e played by REM sleep in the processing of a " . . .

personally relevanL, emotionally involving life
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situat.ion. . . " lpp.2] of university students. The

experimental group incl-uded 6 f ourt.h year honours students.

Five individual-s of similar age who had compl-eted the

honours program the year before were chosen as control
subjects. The experimental- design conformed to the typical
A-B-A learning paradigm. Baseline sleep recording was

conducted for four consecutive days during a time (summer)

when neither group was involved in significant learning.
The next four days of sleep recording occurred shortly
after the experimentar subjects had written their christmas

exams. This recording session was delayed for 1-3 days to
allow subjecLs to recover from any self imposed sleep

deprivation. The final four day recording session occurred.

two months af ter f inal exams. The result.s reveal_ed a

significant increase in t.he number of REMs and a hiqher REM

density for the experiment.al_ group during the exam

recording session. Moreover these differences were al-mosc

entirely due to changes occurring in the fourth and fifth
REM periods of the night. The groups did not however differ
in t.erms of overall REM time, nor did they differ in any

regard during the Lwo baseline sessions. These cyclical
post learning REM changes are consistent with the animal

literature (e.9. Smith & Kelly, 19BB), and a recent dream

model (Wright & Koulack, L987 ) which predicts a cyclical
patt.ern of incorporations following an arousing event.

These data are noL however at. odds with the work bv
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Ekstrand and his associates because their work dealt
exclusively with neutral- (i.e. paired associate) material.
Thus the literature seems to consistently support the

Grieser et al. (1972) conclusion that REM facilitates t.he

retention of emotionally laden maLerial_, while NREM

promot.es the retent.ion of neutral material.
The lit.erature cont.ains a number of studies in which

the retention intervar is a murtiple of 24 hours. utirizj-ng
a 24 hour retention int.erval- accords researchers two

important. advantages: NameJ-y, circadian variables are held

constant (rdzikowski, L984) , and subjects can be equated in
Lerms of total sleep time. The latter is especially
import.ant for comparing the interference and consol-idation

interpretations of the sleep effect.. For example, consider

a two group st.udy where one group l-earns in the morning and

the other learns at night.. Assuming an eight hour period of
sIeep, the groups are equated in terms of exposure to
int.erf erence (i . e . 16 hours ) . Theref ore int.erf erence theorv

would predict. no difference between the groups. On the

other hand consolidation theories predict superior recall
if learning is immediately followed by sleep. rhis
prediction is based on the belief that a consolidated

memory t.race is better abl_e t.o wit.hstand disruption
(Wickelgren, 1,976; Eysenck & Firth, 1-977) . fn short tLren,

consolidation theories predict an effect of poínt of sleep

int.erpolation, interference theory does not. Heine (L9r4)
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was the first to vary the point of interpolated sleep

within a 24 hour period. The study employed two groups of
subjects. One group learned immediately before going to
sleep, Lhe other remained awake for three hours after
learning. Her resul-ts clearry indicated superior retention
for the group who retired immediately after 1earning.

Similar1y McGaugh and Host.etter (1-961-) reported that
retention for a group of subjects who immediately went to
bed was enhanced relative to a group who remained awake for
eight hours. Later Richardson and Gough (1963) invest.igated

the long term retention of nonsense syllab1es. They exposed

l-g subjects to repeated learning and t.esting sessions. The

retent.ion int.erval-s v/ere 24, 48, and 144 hours. fifty
percent of the learning and testing sessions occurred at
night just before subjecLs went t.o bed. The remaining fifty
percent took place in the morning. In tot.al each subject
participated in L2 learning and testing sessions, and each

l-ist was l-earned to a criterion of t.hree perfect.

recitations. The results indicated that night and morningr

learning did not. differ at. the 24, and 48 hour int.ervals.
However, a significant difference in favor of the sleec

condition did emerge at the 144 hour inLerval. Therefore,

although the study does suggest t.hat long term ret.ention is
enhanced by immediate s1eep, t.he Heine (1,9L4) results were

not confirmed. This failure to find effect.s at the earlier
int.ervals may be ascribed to a number of procedural-
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problems. For example, the researchers acknowledged that
rehearsal was not adequately control-l-ed. In fact. they

reported that all- subjecLs engaged in some discussion of
the study. More importantly, t.he subjecLs were forced to
overl-earn the material- (i.e. three perfect repet.itions) .

This overlearning is at odds with the belief that memory

consolidation is best for partially learned acts (e.g.

Eysenck & Firth, 1-977) . Moreover, research has shown that
"... the qreater the degree of original learning, t.he

longer can subjecLs in the waking condition retain a leve1

of performance matching that of subjects in the sleep

condition... " (Benson & Feinberg, L977; pp. 383) . Therefore

the observed lack of effect at the early interval_s can, ât
leasL partially, be ascribed to overl-earning.

In 1-975 Benson and Feinberg compared t.he effects of
immediate versus delayed sreep on t.he retention of nonsense

syllables. This study utilized four groups of subjects: two

groups learned at night immediately before going to sleep,

and two groups l-earned in t.he morning before a day of
normal- act.ivity. T\'uo of the four groups (one morning and

one evening) were tested after an I hour retention
interval-, the remaining two groups were tested after a 24

hour int.erval. Benson and Feinberg reported data whichr

showed that. night learning resulLed in better retention
than morning learning at the 8 hour interval-. However the

retent.ion scores of the 24 hour groups did not differ. Thus
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this study replicates the original .Tenkins and Dallenbach

(1924) results, but fails to support Heine,s (L91,4) study.

Surprisingly, the researchers ascribed the lack of
difference at t.he longer retent.ion int.erval to a growth in
recal-1 in the morning condition. rn other words, subjects

tested afLer 24 hours reported bett.er recall than those

tested after I hours. fn order to furt.her investiqate this
unexplained increase in recal1, Benson & Feinberg (1,9j7)

extended their 1-975 paradigm by adding a 16 hour interval-.
fn all other aspects this st.udy was identical to the

earl-ier one. This time the evening groups exhibited
superior retent.ion at the B and 24 hour intervals, but did
not differ at the 16 hour int.erval. Again the l_ack of
difference was due to a growth of recall between the B and

16 hour intervals in the morning condition. More recently
rdzikowski (1984; experiment l-) al-so compared t.he ef feccs

of immediat.e or delayed sleep. He found no evidence of a

sleep effect at the 24 hour interval. The literature
therefore remains essentially inconclusive in regard Lo

Lhis seemingly simple contrast of consolidation and

interference predict.ions .

Some researchers (e.q. Wickelgren, L976) have

questioned whet.her t.he sJ-eep effect is actually due to
sleep or simply a funct.ion of circadian rhythms. Tlzpically
this question is investigated by having subjects (often

shifc workers) sleep during the day. The retent.ion of these
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"day sleepers" is then compared to t.hat of a group who

remained awake during the same interval_ (Folkard & Monk,

l-980) . It is dif f icult to accept. the results of such

studies because sleep is displaced onto a different
biological background (Idzikowski, 1-g84) . However, the

riterature does cont.ain two studies which have addressed

this issue without artificially displacing sleep. The first
(Hockey, Davies, & Gray, 1-972) utilized four groups of
subjects: two l-earned in t.he l-at.e evening (l_l-pm), the other

two learned in the early morning (7am) . T\n¡o of t.hese four
groups (one morning & one evening) were allowed to sleep

during the ret.ention interval, and two were kept awake. For

all qroups the retention interval_ was five hours. The

researchers reasoned that comparing the retention of the

two night groups (one of which was sleep deprived) would

isolat.e the effects of sleep. Moreover if sleep per se is
beneficial then the morning sleep group should not differ
from the night sleep group. The researchers found that
night. sleep resul-t.ed in less overal-l forgett.ing than the

other groups. However, since day sreep had no effect they

concluded that sleep per se is not conducive to memory

consol-idation. unf ortunately a number of f act.ors seem ro

undermine any conclusion based on comparisons with the

morni-ng groups . First., both morning groups learned armosc

immediately after awakening. Research has shown that
ret.ention is impaired if learning is closely preceded by
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sleep (Grosvenor & Lack, 1984) . Second, given a previous

night of uninterrupted sleep, it is difficult to accepc

that. the morning sreep group actually slept. throughout the

retention interval. Third, the morning sleep g,roup,

assuming they actually slept, received in excess of l_3

hours of s1eep. fn Lhis regard previous research (Taub A

Bergrer, 1-969) has shown that "...extended sleep can produce

decrements in performance similar to those which occur with
sleep deprivation. " Ipp.204] . Finally, the morning subjects
were described as "stiIl- tired" during t.heir learning
sessions. This state of tiredness could conceivablv have

undermined the acquisition process itself thereby

offsetting any benefit accrued from sl_eep. These

confounding factors combine to undermine any comparisons

with the morning groups. Accordingly an accurate assessmenr

of this study is probrematic unless one ignores the resul_ts

from both morning groups. However discarding the data from

t.he morning groups l_eaves the sLudy without adequate

controls for sleep deprivation effects. Therefore the

study does litt.le to isolate t.he effects of sreep per se on

memory.

In 1-984 ldzikowski conduct.ed a relativelv
comprehensive invesLigation of the sleep effect. This st.udy

included two groups which were designed to address the

circadian rhythm question without artificially displacing
sleep. Both of these groups learned paired associate lists
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in the morning and were tested 24 hours l-ater. One group

\,vas sleep deprived for the entire int.erval, the other was

allowed a normal- night's sJ-eep. Idzikowski reasoned that
any observed differences could be ascribed to sleep because

both intervals included the entire circadian cvcle. Not

surprisingly the results reveal-ed bet.t.er retention ín t.he

sleep condition. Accordingly the author conc]uded t.hat the

benefits of sleep on retention are not dependent on

circadian variables. Parent.hetical_lv it shoul_d be noted

here that since the groups differed in t.erms of overall_

time awake these resul-ts are al-so consisLent with
interference theory. That is, interference theory woul_d

predict superior recal-1 in the sl-eep condit.ion because

those subjects were exposed t.o less overal_l RI.

Unfortunat.ely t.he author did not address this issue

preferring instead to simply assume that sleep promotes

consofidation. He did however address the possibility that
the observed resul-ts were due to sleep deprivation rather
than enhanced retention. In order to control- for anv

nonspecific sleep deprivation effects the author later
added two more groups (exp. II). Both learned and were

test.ed at the same times (48 hours l_ater) . The groups

differed in t.hat one was al-lowed to sleep both nights,
while the other was sleep deprived on the second night. It
was reasoned that any deprivation effect.s would manifesc

themselves in the recall- scores of t.he deprivation group.
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On the other hand, if t.he memory trace had been fully
consolidated during the f irst night's sleep then the recal-l-

scores of these groups would not differ. As predicted the

group retention measures did not differ suggesting

consolidation had indeed taken place during t.he first
night. These result.s lend credence to the belief that a

consolidat.ed mêmôn/ f r¡r.o i_s bet.ter able to withstand

degradat.ion. However, âs the groups did not differ in
terms of immediate post learning environment (i.e. both
groups slept at night), these results act.uarlv do little to
isolate t.he effect.s of circadian variabl_es on memorv

consolidation. All that is shown is that a niqht of
deprivation will not disturb an already consol-idat.ed memory

trace. The question of whether sleep is itsel-f a necessary

component of t.he consolidation process remains unanswered.

InLeroretino the Sleen Flffeci Investigations
effect of sleep on prior learning revealed a number

interesting results. First, there appears to be no

that subjects who sleep during a retention interval

of t.he

of

doubt

remember more than t.hose who remain awake (e.g. .Tenkins &

Dal-lenbach, 1924; Spight, 1-928; van Ormer, 1,932; Ekstrand,

1,967; Lovatt & Warr, 1-968; Idzikowski, 1,994) . Second, the

two seminal- studies in this area (i.e. .lenkins &

Dallenbach, 1,924; van Ormer, 1932) show that forgetting
progresses at a relativery normal pace during the first few
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hours of sleep. Unfortunately, subsequent studies have not

attempted to replicat.e this import.ant finding. Third, REM

sleep seems somehow involved in the processing of
affectively charged material (e.9. Grieser et â1., ]-972;

Smith, in press), whil-e NREM sleep seems to facilitate the

retention of neutral mat.erial (e.g. Ekstrand, L967 ¡

Ekstrand et âf., 1,97I) . This strongly suggests that sleep

per se is indeed involved in memory processes. However, the

final point to be made is that investigations designed to
isolate the effects of sleep from circadian variables have

been inconclusive (i . e. Hockey, Davies, & Gray , 1-972 ¡

fdzikowski, 1,984). Each point bears direct.ly on the
question of whether the sleep effect is due to a reduction

of int.erference or Lo a consolidation of the memory trace.
As such each point will be discussed within this cont.ext.

The early st.udies by Jenkins and Dallenbach, and van

Ormer have been described as "... one of the empirical

bases of interference theory." (pp. 253¡ Lovatt & Warr,

1-968) . Insofar as researchers, incl-uding ,Jenkins and

Dallenbach, have Lypically agreed with this interpretation,
these resul-ts warrant a more detailed discussion. Recal_1

that the cl-assic interference position (Jenkins &

Dal-l-enbach, L924) is predicated on the belief that sleep

protects memory f rom t.he noxious ef f ects of Rf .

Accordingly retent.ion after a period of sleep is expected

to exceed retention after an equival-ent period of waking.
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This predict.ion is of course consisLent with the overall
pattern of results. However a more deLailed analvsis
revea]s this position to be logica11y inconsistent with the

data reported by Jenkins and Dallenbach (1,924), and van

Ormer (1,932). For example, both sLudies observed a

relaf.iwelrz normal rate Of fnrcrcff inrr drrrino the ear'l vv! !v!vçuu¿rtv gu!fttv uttç çq!ry

portion of the night. As currently formulated (Mel_ton c

Irving, 1-940¡ Keppel , 1-968) interference theory is
incapable of accounting for forgetting in t.he presumed

absence of interf erence. Theref ore t.he part.ial f orgetting
report.ed by both studies remains unaccounLed for. Also

unaccounLed for is van ormer's data which shows that recall
at the one hour inLerval- did not differ as a function of
s1eep. Clearly if sleep prot.ects memory from RI then one

hour should be sufficient. time t.o produce a difference.
This position is based on Ebbinghaus' work which revear-ed

that approximately 56e" is forgotten within the first hour.

Therefore, since interference theory holds t.hat forgetting
does noL occur during sleep, the conditions should have

differed by approximately 562 at the one hour intervar. To

be sure interference theory coul-d easily account for these

findings by assuming the alternative position that sleep

does not protect memory from interference. However this
alternat.ive would predict no main effect of s1eep, and

certainly no st.oppage of forget.ting during the course of
the night. Moreover neither of the int.erference
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al-ternatives can account for the observed growth of recall
during s1eep. Despite the historical tendency to interpret
the sleep effect in Lerms of interference theory, this data

is actually more consist.ent with the consolidation
posit.ion. For example, the initiat forgetbing is easily
explained in terms of a weak memory trace. As t.race

strength increases forget.ting slows and evenLually stops;

until the fol-l-owing morning when the effects of RI are

reinstated. Finally, depending on circumstances which are

not yet. completely underst.ood, reminiscence mav occur due

to continually increasing trace strength. rt is important

Lo understand t.hat consolidation theory does not deny the

rol-e of RI. On the contrary, iL is simply argued that a

consolidated trace is bett.er abre to withstand the noxious

ef fects of RI (Wickelgren, t9l6; Eysenck & Firth, 1_977) .

The earÌy work by Ekst.rand and his associates (e.g.

Yaroush, Sullivan, & Ekst.rand, L9i1,¡ Barrett & Ekstrand,

1972) suggest.ed the NREM, but. not REM sl_eep enhanced

retention. Based on this work yaroush, Sul]ivan, and

Ekst.rand (1911,) suggested that REM sleep, by virtue of its
cl-ose associat.ion with dreaming, acted as a source of Rr.

This position allowed interference theory to account for
the observed superiority of NREM sleep by arguing thar
unlearning'was occurring during REM sleep. Although not

implausible this suggest.ion was clearly at odds with
subsequent. studies which showed Ehat REM sleep facil_itat.ed
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the retention of meaningful and/or affectively charged

material- (e.9. Greiser, Greenberg & Harrison, L972; Tilley
& Empson, 1"978¡ Ti11ey, 1,981-¡ Schoen & Badia, tgg4) .

Furt.hermore, were it really Ehe case that REM interfered
with previous Ìearning then one would logically expect that
REM, by virtue of its temporal- position, would annul the

benef icial- ef f eCts of NREM îlhi q errrrrmorlf fol_lows f rom the

wel-l- documented finding (e.9. postman & Underwood, Igi3)
that Rr is most noxious when occurring close to the time of
recal1. To dat.e consol-idation theorists have not concerned

themselves with specifically expraining the differential
effects of REM and NREM sleep. Therefore there is no

putat.ive consolidation position. However an explanation in
terms of the different. physiologry associated with these

sleep stages seems to easily fall within the realm of
consolidation theories .

The question of whet.her the sleep effect is actually
due to sleep or simply circadian biological rhythms remains

largely unresolved. The avail_abl_e literat.ure (e.g Hockey,

Davies & Gray, !972; Idzikowski , 1,984) does suggest some

sort of a circadian invol-vement. in memory storage. However

t.he evidence is not concl-usive. rt is int.eresting to note

that. neither al-ternative is especially damaging to the

consolidation posit.ion. consolidation theories simply argue

that memory consoridation is a function of nonspecific

biological changes. These changes may be associated with
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rhytkLms. Therefore, from a consol-idation st.andpoint., this
question is simply a matter of isolating the source of the

process. Conversely, a conclusive demonstration that the

sleep effect. is act.ually a circadian effect. would appear to
place this phenomenon outside of the scope of interference
theory. After all RI is assumed to occur during any waking

interval (Keppel, 1968). It therefore appears this issue

may ultimateJ-y decide between the interference and

consof idation positions .

In suûnary, although some researchers (e.g. Keppel,

t984) still adhere to an interference interpret.ation of the

sleep effect, iL would appear that the avaílabl_e data is
better interpret.ed from a consolidation standpoint. rn this
regard it is interesting to note that B.R. Ekstrand, a

noted interference theorist, acknowledged this point. in his
1972 review of t.he area. As a t.heoretical_ concept the

notion of memory consolidation predates that of
interference. The predominance of interference theory

appears at l-east in part attributabl_e to a reliance on

tests (especially free recall-) which are ext.remelv

sensitive to response interference (Wickelgren, 1"916) . The

impact of such Lests was amply demonstrat.ed by Ekstrand

(!967 ) who demonstrated t.hat t.he magnitude of the observed

sleep effect varied according to the chosen test.. This

reliance on recal-l- measures is curious given thaL the sleep
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effect is, even in interference terms, a storage phenomenon

(Keppel, l-968) . It woul-d therefore seem more appropriate to
use recogniLion tests which are generally acknowledged to
more accurateJ-y index response avail_ability (Loftus &

Loftus, L976¡ Wickelgren, L976; E\zsenck & Firth, L977¡

Spear, L978¡ Tilley, 1-981-¡ Murdock, 1,982) , and to be

relatively free of response int.erference (Wi11is &

Underwood, l-983). The general rel-ucLance of psychologists

to accept purely physiological explanat.ions may also have

COntributed to l- lro nrorlnmi q¿¡ss gf interf erenge theOry

(Weingartner & Parker, 1984) . At any rat.e, regardless of
the status of consolidation constructs, it is concl-uded

that interference theory does not adequately explain the

available dat.a. Theref ore al-ternative explanations must be

explored.
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Overview and Predictions

According to interference theory sleep exerts its
infl-uence by preventing the unlearning of recently acquired

memory traces (Keppel, 1968). This unlearning is thought to
occur as a function of nonspecific post learning linguistic
activity, and is bel-ieved to produce a nonreversible l_oss

of memory (Keppel , 1968¡ 1,972) . However, according to
consolidation fhcnrr¡ l-ho l^rçnsficial effects of sleep on

memory are due to a process of consolidation which makes

the memory t.race more resistant to disrupt.ion (wickelgren,

1916; Eysenck & Frith, 1977 ¡ tdzikowski, ]-gB4) .

The goals of the present st.udy were: A) to contrasr
the rival interference and consolidat.ion positions, B) to
partially replicate t.he original Jenkins and Dallenbach

study using a more appropriate measure of trace
availability (i.e a recognition test), and C) to
disentangle circadian effects from those of sleep per se.

To meet. these goals the sLudy utilized five groups of
subjects (Appendix A) . Each group was exposed to t.he same

general learning procedure. Specifically, all groups viewed

a short. film which was previously found to induce emotional

arousal (De Koninck & Koulack, 1-975). This film was

incruded so as to generate the arousal- which is ber-ieved to
be a component of the memory consolidation process (walker,

1958) . Immediat.ely foll_owing t.he film the subjects were
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exposed to forty neutral words. The words were projected

onto a screen at t.he rat.e of one every f ive seconds. A

pilot st.udy was conducLed to ensure the success of the

arousal- component of the procedure.

Groups 1 and 2 (Appendix A) were designed to compare

the rival interference and consolidation positions. Both

groups were test.ed over a 24 hour retent.ion int.erval_.

However, one group learned in t.he mornin- r^¡l-rilo t-ho gfþg¡

learned in the evening. Since both groups were awake for an

equivalent period of time, this procedure effectively
equated them in terms of overall interference. Accordingly

int.erference theory predicted no difference. However,

according to consol-idation theory, retention should be

superior when sleep closely follows learning. In other

words, the consolidation model_ l-eads one t.o expect an

effect as a resul-t of how soon after learning sleep occurs.

The two models t.herefore make different predictions where a

24 hour retention interval- is concerned. Tnterference

theory predicts ret.ention wíll vary only as a function of
the total- amount of waking activiLy which intervenes

between learning and testing. Conversely, consolidation

theory predicts that retention will benefit more from

immediat.e sleep than delayed sleep. These discrepant
predictions were tested by contrasting the retention
scores of groups 1 and 2. Not.e also t.hat, for this
cont.rast, circadian variables were strictlr¡ controll-ed
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since within group learning and t.esting occurred at the

same times.

Groups 3 and 4 were designed t.o replicate the Jenkins

and Dallenbach study within Ehe context of recognition
memory. For both groups the ret.ention interval was

approximately eight. hours. Group 3 learned in the morning

and was tested in the evening. Conversely group 4 learned

in the evening and was tested in t.he morning. Thus group 4

differed from group 3 in t.hat t.he ret.ention interva] was

occupied mostly by s1eep. This replication was desirable
because a study by Ekst.rand (1967 ) suggested that ,Jenkins

and Dallenbach, and subsequent. researchers, may have

underestimated the magnitude of the sleep effect by relying
on free recall measures,

The inclusion of a deprivation condition (group 5)

allowed the study to examíne the role played by circadian
variabl-es in fhc sloan offçsf . For t.his group the retent.ion

interval was again 8 hours. However, these 8 hours spanned

the t.ime normally spent asleep. Therefore, comparing the

retention scores of subjects in group 5, who were kept

awake, and group 4, who were allowed to sleep during the

same interval-, isolated t.he effects of sleep from those of
circadian rhythms. Thus, the only dif ference between t.hese

groups was that. one slept whil_e the other did not. That is,
bot.h groups were treated in an identical manner except.

that. the post-learning environment of group 4 included both
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sleep and overnight. circadian rhythms, while that. of group

5 included the same circadian rhythms but was completely

devoid of s1eep. Consequently any differences between these

two groups could be ascribed to the effect.s of sleep

itself.
The question of nonspecific deprivation effects was

addressed by comparing the recognit.ion scores from the

deprivation condition t.o those of group 3. Thus, in
addit.ion to being part of the replication of the Jenkins

and Dallenbach (L924) study/ giroup 3 also served as a
control for deprivat.ion effects. Group 3 was ideally suited

to the t.ask of act.ing as a cont.rol group for group 5 as its
retention interval spanned an equivalent period of daytime

wakefulness. fn accordance with previous research, this
study found that. a single nighb of sleep deprivation does

not adversely effect recognition memory (Williams,

Gieseking, & Lubing, 1"966) .

In accordance with recenLly published guidelines for
conducting recognit.ion memory experiments (Murdock , 1-982) ,

the entire study was conducted wiLhin the cont.ext of signal

detection theory. The use of d', the main dependent

variabl-e in signal- det.ection theory, of fered two main

advantages over the use of simple group means. First, it
combined performance on new and ol-d items into a single
convenient sunìmary statistic. Second, and most importantly,
it provided an effective way of separating memory from
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decision. The resul-t was a relativelv pure measure of

recognition memory.

It was previously concluded that interference theory

did not adequately explain Lhe available data. Accordingly

this paper adopted the consolidation standpoint. The

specific hypotheses arising from this point of view were as

follows:

l-. Based on the bel-ief that a consolidated memory

trace is bet.ter able t.o withstand the effect.s of RI

(Wickelgren, 1,976; Eysenck & Firth, 1911) group 2 was

expected to report bett.er retention than group l-.

2. Based on the work of Jenkins and Dallenbach (1,924)

retention \^/as expect.ed to be better if learning was

f ollowed by sleep rather t.han wakefulness. Accordingly

group 4 was expected t.o show better retent.ion than group 3.

3. Based on the bel-ief that. the observed memory

effects were indeed due to s1eep, rather Lhan simple

circadian rhyLhms, group 4 was expected to show better
ret.ention than group 5.
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Method

(rr].rì a¡f qæ
T\¡¡o hundred and ten introductory psychologiy students

(42 per group), who reported English as their first
language, were recruited to part.icipat.e in an experiment

investigating the relat.ionship between s1eep, arousal, and

memory. The language restrict.ion was desirable given the

importance of verbal learning for the present experiment.

In accordance with seminal research in this area (i.e.
,Jenkins and Dal-lenbach, L924; van Ormer, 1932) , all
slllr-ier-f s \^7êrê frrl'l rz A\^tA:"^ê t-h¡l- f lrorz r^rôrô n¡rl-i ¡in=ÈinuuvJuççp wç!ç lu¿rJ qvvslu ç¿¿qe vvulv *-,..9 l_n a

memory experiment.. All subjects were also av¡are that the

study invo]ved viewing a st.ressful fil-m. Tn shorf - all-

subjects v¡ere fully informed as to atl aspects of the study

before they agreed to participat.e. An additional group of
1-1 students was recruited to participat.e in a pilot study

designed to ensure the success of the arousal- component of
the procedure. All students, except t.hose who participat.ed

in the pilot study, received course credit for their
participation. PiloL study subjects vo]unteered their time.

All of the original- 21"0 student.s were subjected to a

two- stage screening procedure. The first st.age was

designed to ensure that al-l- subjects typically enjoyed at
least "average sleep", were not currently being treated for
any sleep disorders, and were not current.ly taking any

psychoactive drugs (Appendix B) . For the purposes of t.his
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study "average sleep" was defined in Lerms of t.hree self-
report measures: a) typically falling asleep in 30 minutes

or less, b) on the average, no more than 2 awakenings per

night., and c) one's sleep, in general, \¡/as to receive aE.

l-east an "average" rating on an B-point scal-e ranging from

very poor (0) to very good (7), with "average" occupyingr

the median posit.ion.

The second stage of t.he screening procedure was

designed to ensure t.hat participat.ing in the study proper

did not undermine the sleep quality of t.he subjects who had

passed the first st.age of screening. Accordingly, at the

end of each testing session, all subjects were asked to
¡¡ncê acra i n ¡pcnnnr{ t-n t-}ra 3 indiCeS Of gl ccn rnra'1 ..i f rzJ ¿¡rurvvr v! r¿ççÀ/ \¿uq¿ruy,

except this t.ime the questions referred to "l_ast night,s
sleep" rather t.han "sleep in general". All subjects who

failed t.o meet the predetermined crit.eria for ',averagfe

s1eep" \¡/ere noL included in the final data analysis. To

summarize, only those subjects who were not currently being

treated for any sleep problems, who were not taking any

psychoactive drugs, and who rat.ed both their usual sleep,

and their sleep during the experimenL, as at least

"average" were included in the final data analvsis. In

total , 62 subjects failed t.o meet these criteria. An

additional- 36 subjects were lost due to attrition. Table I
provides a summary of the subject. sel-ection procedure and

l-lro f in:I rrrnr
=--JP Sl_ZeS.
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Summary of subject selection procedure

deletions

GRP. Recruit.ed attrit.ion 'N'f

1

a
z;

3

4

5

42

42

42

A')

42

t_5

7

1-1

t-0

1_9

A

15

1_0

7

23

)(\

2t

25

¿5

'1'OtaJ- : 210 36 1-1-2
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Mat.erials.

I r_ tm.

The film, entitled It. Didn't Have to Happen, is an

industrial safety film depicting three workshop accidents.

The film is relatively graphic and had previously been used

successfully to induce emotional arousal (e.9. De Koninck &

Koulack, L975) . Despite its history of success a pilot

study was carried out to ensure t.he film st.ill induces

arousal. The film is approximately thirt.een minutes long.

Stimulus Mat.erials

The stimulus material-s consisted of 80 two sylIab1e

words selected from the Paivio, Yuil-1e, and Madigan (1-968)

word list. All words had a frequency of 25 or greater per

míllion. The list of words was typed, photographed, and

developed int.o slides. The slides \^/ere project.ed onto a

screen at the rate of one slide every five seconds. The

learning l-ist consisted of 40 words (Appendix C) , with the

remainíng 40 (Appendix D) serving as distractors during the

testing phase. The relat.iveJ-y long learning list (Appendix

E) was designed Lo minimize rehearsal, and avoid ceiling
effects during testing. AtI groups received the same

la.arninrr =nrl f.^-r.i -^ 'i j-È-
¿çs!¡¡rrrv q¡¡s çE;ÞL-L.tIg t-LÞUÞ.
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Mood Ad-iective Check List (MACL) .

A modified version of the MACL (Nowlis, l-965) was used

to assess post learning changes in emotional arousal. The

MACL consists of 8 categories which are glrouped on the

basis of positive (surgiency, social affect.ion) , negative

(aggression, anxiety, depression, distrust), and neutral-

(quietness, detachment) affect.. Each of the eight

categories contains three adjectives which are scored on a

four point scale (0-3). The response choices are: not at

all (0) , don't know (1) , littl-e (2) , and much (3) . Category

scores are summed resulting in a range of scores from 0 to
9. The MACL has been used to assess affective chanqes in a

host of previous research (e.9. De Koninck & Koul-ack, 1-975¡

Nesca & Koulack, in press). Subjects completed pre- and

post- fil-m MACLs during the pilot. study to ensure that the

film induced emoLional- arousal-. Subjects in the study

proper also completed pre- and post-film MACLs to ensure

the film was arousing for all groups. Arousal was

operationally defined as a statistically significant (p <

.10) increase on the anxiety subscal-e of the MACL.
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Procedure.

êrnrrnq'1 fhrnrrnl-r As!vuvp J ç¡r!vuvfr =.

All the subjects who were recruit.ed participated rn

the learning sessions. Each group of 42 subjects was run as

a complete entity during a single session. At no time \^/ere

subjects from different groups run together. This

restriction was necessary due to the slightly different
instructions given to t.he various groups. For example,

group 1 was asked not to nap during the day, while group 2

was expected to sleep during their retention interval-.

Upon arrival at t.he experimental sit.e t.he subjects

were asked to complete a brief screening questionnaire

(Appendix B). The pre-film MACLs were handed out once the

screening questionnaires were complet.ed and collected. Upon

completion of the pre-fiIm MACLs, the experimenter

inst.ructed the subjects to prepare for the fil-m. More

specifically, the following instructions were verbally
presented t.o all subjects:

A film will be project.ed onto the screen in front
of you. You are to pay cl-ose at.tent.ion to all
deLails of this fil-m. The fil-m is meant to induce

arousal- therefore you may find it disturbing.
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However it is imperative that you pay attention
and not avert your eyes. In the event that you

find the film too dist.urbing, you have t.he option

of withdrawing and still receiving your credits.
However, for the sake of the other subjects I ask

that you simply put your head down and wait until
the film ends before vou Ieave.

The post-film MACLs were distributed immediately after the

end of the film. While t.he subjects were completing them

the experimenter removed the fil-m projector and replaced it
with the projecLor containing the st.imulus material-s. Once

the MACLs were completed and coll-ected, the subjects were

asked to prepare for the word list. The following

instructions were presenLed t.o al-1 subjects:

A number of words will be individually projected

onto the screen in front of you. You are to focus

your undivided attention on each word. Further

inst.ructions wil-l follow once the last. word

disappears from Lhe screen.

After the presentation of the final word t.he subjects were

reminded to return at the appropriate time for their second

session. All subjects were asked not to discuss the

procedure with anyone else. Groups 1 and 3 were asked to
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avoid taking naps during the day because "this may weaken

the arousal manipulation". Finally questions were answered

and the subjects were dismissed for the retention interval.

The screening quest.ionnaires were scored immediately

after the subjects were dismissed. The subjects from each

group were separated according t.o whether or not they met

the aforementioned criteria for inclusion in the studv

proper. The subjects who did noL meet the criteria were

stil1 allowed to participate in their respective testing

sessions. However, their data were not included in the

final data analysis.

After the appropriate retention int.erval had elapsed,

the subjects reported back to the experiment.al- room for

testing. Each subject was given a test form (Appendix F)

which contained two columns of numbers corresponding to the

numlcer of words to be oresented. The words "old" and "new"

were printed beside each number. The subjects were

instructed to circl-e one of the two alternatives in

response to each word which appeared on the screen. The

subjects were asked to respond to each word, " even if it

means guessing". The test sheet.s were collected

immediately following the complet.ion of the LesLing phase.

At. this point the second screening instrument (appendix G)

was handed ouL and collected upon its completion. Finally

all questions were answered, and the experimental credits
were assigned.
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Group 5.

The subjects in group 5 represented the deprivation
condition. These subjects were treated in exactly the same

manner as those in t.he other groups, except Ehat the

learning phase was followed by approximately 8 hours of

sleep deprivation. During this time subjects were not

allowed to l-eave the experimental- room except for trips to

the rest rooms. In order to avoid napping washroom breaks

were always assigned to pairs of subjects. If the pair was

not back within five minutes a third subiects was asked to
go and check on them. In order to avoid an excessive intake

of caffeine the consumption of caffeine laden beverages was

prohibited. Except for these two restrictions subjects were

f ree to do as t.hey wished during the retention interval.
Reading and recreational materials were provided to keep

the subjects occupied. Subjects were al-so allowed to bring

their own recreational materials (i.e. books, g'ames, music,

etc.) and snacks. Alt subjects were asked to keep watch

over each other to ensure that everyone remained awake.

Approximately 15 minutes before testing subjects were

sent to t.he rest rooms to "freshen up". After all- the

subjects had returned to t.he experimental room the testing¡
procedure was explained to them and t.esting began. Once

again the session ended with the completing of the second

screening instrument., the answering of quesLions, and the
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assigning of experiment.al credits.

Þi I ôl- (l-rr¿ft¡

A pilot st.udy, involving 1_l_ subjects, v/as conducted to
ensure the success of the arousa] component of t.he

procedure. These subjects were recruited to participate in
a study assessing the emotional_ impact of a fi1m. Thus the
Sflhier:tS \^Ierê frll lrz â\^7ârê ?ra€nra r1-^.- -araaÁ t-n¿svJvvur vve!s ru!!J svvq!ç, uç!uIç Lrrgy o.\JtEç\r L(J

participate, that they would be viewing a st.ressful film.
A1l subjects completed pre- and post.-fil_m MACLs. Once Lhe

pre-film MACLs \^/ere col-l-ect.ed the subjects \^/ere instructed
t.hat the fil-m would begin immediat.ery. The subjects then

received t.he standard pre-fil-m instruct.ions. Arr quesLions

were answered once the second MACLs were col_l_ected.

Arousal was operationally defined as a statistical-l-v
significant pre-to post.-film increase in anxietv.
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Efficacv of Arousal Procedure

Scores on the anxiety subscale of the Mood Adjective

Check List. (MACL) were used to assess the effects of the

film on subjects' arousal level-. The anxiety subscale of

t.he MACL cont.ains three adj ectives (j ittery, f earf ul ,

clutched up) which are scored on a four point scale (0-3).

The scores from each individual adiective are summed

resulting in a range of scores from 0 to 9.

Pilot Studv. Prior t.o its use in the st.udy proper, the

film was shown to l-l- student.s as part of a pilot st.udy

designed to ensure that the fil-m did indeed induce

emot.ional arousal-. Subject.s for this pilot study were

recruited f rom a f ourt.h year psycholog-y honours course. The

subjects were told t.hey were t.o judge the emotional impact.

of a film. All of the pilot study subjecLs volunteered

t.heir time.

Subjects in the pilot study complet.ed pre- and post-

f ilm MACLs. The presentation of t.he f ilm immediately

followed the complet.ion of the pre-fílm MACLs. The post-

film MACLs were completed immediately after the film was

over. The entire procedure took approximately 20 minutes.
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Emotional arousal was operationally defined as a

statistically significant (p < .10) pre- to post-film
increase in anxiety. changes in MACL anxiety scores were

analyzed by way of a single one-tailed within group t-test..
The results of Lhis analysis revealed a significant
increase in pre- to post-film anxiety {t (10) = l_.832 p <

.05). This finding confirmed the expectation that exposure

to the film would induce emotionar- arousal (see figure i_) .

studv Proper. rn order to ensure that the film was

arousing for every group, al-l- subjects in the st.udy proper

also completed pre- and post.-film MACLs. once again pre- to
post-film changes in anxiety were analyzed with a series of
one-tailed within group t-tests. rn accordance with the
resulLs of the pilot st.udy, these contrasts revealed

significant pre- to post-film increases in anxiety for all
groups: group L, t (22) = 2.75 p < .01; group 2, t (j_9) =

2.19 p < .01; group 3, t (20) = 2.80 p < .01; group 4, r
(24) = 2.70 p < .01; group 5, t (22) = 2.70 p

figure 2) . Table 2 contains the descriptive statistics for
these analyses and those of f.he nilof sfudy.
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Figure 1" Pilot study MACL scores

(Higher scores reflect greater anxiety)
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FiEu Ye 2, MACL anxiety scores

(Higher scores reflect greater anxiety)
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Table 2

Means and standard Deviations ( ) of MACL Anxietv scores

.t l- _Lm

Group Pre Post

t/r- t_oE.

l_

az

3

4

5

4.00*

3.96**

4.20**

3.67**

4.84**

3.17**

(1.1-B)

\L.ZZ)

(r.L2)

(1.83)

(1.89)

( .et)

7 .46*

5.70**

5.70**

5.62**

6.52**

4.52**

(1.s7)

(3.84)

(3.3e)

(3.65)

(3.s9)

(2 .1"1 )

* p < .05 ** p < .01-
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Recognítion Accuracv.

fn order t.o separate memory from decision the d,

measure of signal detection theory was utilized as an index

of recognition accuracy. D' values were calcul-ated for each

individual subject according to the fol-l-owing procedure.

First, each correct answer on the test sheet was label-ed

either a hit or a correct rejection, depending on whether

or noL the item originally appeared on the learning rist.
Second, according to the same criteria, each incorrect
answer was l-abeled either a miss or a false alarm. Thus

each single response on the test sheet was assigned one of
the following four l-abels: hit, miss, correct reject.ion, or
false a1arm. The next step involved est.imating t.he

detection and false alarm probabilities. The detection
probability was cal-culat.ed by dividing the number of hits
by t.he combined sum of hits and misses. Similarly, the
probability of a fal-se alarm was derived by dividing the

number of false alarms by the combined total of false
al-arms and Cgr^ro¡f ra-i or-l- i onS . The COmputed values Of theSe

two probabili-ties were then referred t.o d' tabr-es (swets,

1-964) to determine t.he d' val-ue for each subject. Fina1ly,
mean d' values were cal-culated for each group and used to
test 3 direct.ional hypot.heses.
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comoarisons between means. rn accordance with recenL

recommendations concerning the analysis of experiments

involving specific predict.ions, arJ- hypotheses were test.ed

by robust pairwise comparisons (Howel-l- , L9gj ¡ Keppe1 &

Zedec, r9B9) . All comparisons between means were conducted

according to the Games and Howell (L976) procedure for
planned murt.iple comparisons. This procedure was selected
because of its robustness to variance heterogeneity and

unequal sample sizes.

The first hypothesis was designed to provide a direct
comparison of the rival- interference and consolidation
interpret.ations of the sleep effect.. Based on the tenets of
consolidation theory (wickelgren, 1-976; Eysenck & Firth,
1977 ) a point. of sleep interpolation was predicted. More

specifically, a main effect of point of sleep interpolation
was predict.ed. Accordingly group 2 was expected to have

better ret.ent.ion than group 1. As expected, a planned

pairwise comparison reveal-ed that group 2 did indeed reporc
better retention than group L {t (20) = 2.Og p < .05}. It
has been suggest.ed that significant pairwise comparisons

should be foll-owed by a magnit.ude of effect procedure

(Keppel & Zedec, ]-989) . For the purposes of this
experiment, the omega squared procedure was utilized as an

index of the degree of association between t.he dependent

and independent variabl-es. This analysis reveared thaL, in
a 24 hour retention interval fho n¡^,inr- of sleep
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int.erpolat.ion variabl-e accounted for i-3 per cenL of the

total variance in recognition accuracy.

The second hypothesis was designed to replicate the
original ,-lenkins and Da]lenbach (I924) study within the

context of recognition memory. This replication was deemed

desirable insofar as the possibility existed that previous

studies may have underestimated the magnitude of the sleep

effect. Based on previous research, it was predicted that
subjects who slept during their retention interval (i.e.
grp. 4) would report. bet.t.er retention t.han those who

remained awake (i.e. grp. 3). A planned pairwise comparison

involving the mean d'values of groups 3 and 4 revea]ed a

main effect. of sleep thereby confirming this expectation {t
(25) = 2.79 p < .01). Thus the present experiment

replicated a host of previous research indicating that
subjects who sleep during a ret.ent.ion interval- remember

more than those who remain awake (e.g. ,Jenkins &

Dal-lenbach, 1,924; Spigrht., L92B; van Ormer, Ig32; Ekstrand,

L967) . Moreover this finding extends previous research by

demonstrating that t.he sleep effect obtains in recognit.ion
as well as recall situations. Surprisingly, the omega

squared val-ue for this comparison indicated that sreep only
accounted for 15 per cent of the variance in recognition
accuracy over an 8 hour retention interval.

A t.hird hypothesis emerged from the desire to
det.ermine whether the observed memory effect.s were due to
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sleep per sê, or circadian rhythms. To address this issue
the present experiment utili zed a sleep deprivat.ion
condition (i.e. grp. 5). The deprivation group learned and

was tested at approximately the same times as group 4.

However, while group 4 subjects slept through most of their
retention interval-, group 5 subjects were kept awake. since
learning and testing occurred at. the same times for both
groups, it was reasoned that any difference in recognit.ion
memory would be att.ributable to sleep itsel_f . The specif ic
prediction v¡as that group 4 would exhibit superior
retention t.han group 5. A planned pairwise comparison

invol-ving the mean d' scores of these two groups failed to
confirm this prediction {t (45) = 1-.J_B p

groups 4 and 5 did not differ in terms of recognition
accuracy.

To ensure that the retention scores of group 5 were

nOt COntamin¿f ori ?rr¡ l-lro offeCts Of sleep deprivatiOn, the
retention scores from this group were compared to t.hose of
group 3. since group 3 l-earned and was tested over an

equivalent daytime interva], it. was reasoned that this
group was ideally suited to the function of cont.rol_linq for
sleep deprivat.ion ef f ects. Tn shorf , n..' dif f erence beLween

groups 3 and 5 would indicat.e that group 5 subjects were

not adversel-y effected by the sleep deprivation procedure.

A planned pairwise comparison involving the mean d, scores

of groups 3 and 5 reveal_ed t.hat. the two groups did not
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differ significantly from each other in terms of
recognition accuracy {t (40) = - 1.06 p
in accordance with previous research, this study found that
a single night of sleep deprivation does not adversel_v

effect recognition accuracy (Williams, Gieseking, & Lubing,
10ÁÁl

serial Position Data. For descriptive purposes, serial
position graphs were construct.ed for each group. The graphs

were constructed in the foll0wing manner. First., the
percentage of subjects correct.ly recognizing each word was

calcul-ated. second, the recognition values for each

adjacent pair of words were averagred so that the x-axis
would cont.ain 20 rather than 40 points. This averaging
procedure was designed to reduce variabirity and thus

facilitate interpretation. The resul_ts of t.his procedure

are depicted in f igures 3 t.hrough j .

serial position graphs were included so as to allow
the present experiment to detect. the primacy effect.
sometimes observed in memory consolidation studies (i.e.
Howarth & Eysenck, 1-968) . The dist.ribution of resul-ts

obtained in this study are strongly suggestíve of a general

consolidation effect. Accordingly, one would expect to find
clear primacy effects in the consolidation groups (i.e.
grps.2, 4, & 5). Contrary to expectations, only group 4

exhibited cl-ear primacy ef f ects. These resul-ts are not.
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entirel-y surprisingf as a primacy effect has proven an

elusive phenomenon where memory consolidation is concerned
(E1¡senck & Firth, !977) .



figure 3. Group 1 serial position graph
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Figure 4. group 2 serial position graph
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Figure 5. Group 3 serial position graph
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Figure 6. Group 4 serial position graph
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Figure 7. Group 5 serial position graph
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Summarv.

MACL anxiety scores from bot.h the pilot study and the

st.udy proper confirmed the expectation that exposure to the

film would generate emotional arousal. Thus it can be

stated. with some cert.ainty that, in the present experiment,

learning occurred under conditions of emotional- arousal.

Table 3 contains the suunary statistics involved in
t.he testing of the hypotheses generated by t.his study.

Based on the t.enets of consol_idation t.heory (Wickelgren,

1-976; E\zsenck & Frith, 1-977 ) hypot.hesis one predicted that
sleep would be most beneficial- when it crosely foll-owed

learning. A robust pairwise comparison involving the mean

d'values of groups l and 2 confirmed this predict.ion. The

comparison bet.ween groups 1- and 2 was designed to provide a

direct contrast of the rival interference and consolidation
interpretat.ions of the sleep effect. The validity of this
contrast depended entirely on both groups being equated in
terms of overal-l time awake and hence overall exposure to
interference. Failure to control for overal-1 exposure to
interference woul-d have effectivel_y inval_idated this
comparison by introducing an extraneous source of
variat.ion. To ensure that this was not the case self reoort
measures of bedtime and wake-up time were corlected from

all subjects. These measures indicted that, on average,

group 1- subjects received 6.80 hours of sleen- rnzhitê group

2 subject.s received 6.75 hours of sleep (see table 3) .
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Table 3

Summary Statistics for Hypot.heses testing.
lMeans and Standard devi af .i ons I I Is uuvJqu¿u¡¡È \i J

GRP. N TST åt

Omega

Squared

l_

aZ

3

4

5

23 6.80 (1,.27) .91_* ( .21,) .13

20 6.7s (r.29 ) r .43u* ( .67)

21, 1_.13b** ( .r4) .1-5

25 6.2s ( .74) 1.51b** ( .23)

¿J 1_.31_ ( .49)

* p < .05 ** p < .01

Notes: 1. means with same subscripts differ significantly
from each other.

2. TST values measured in hours.
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The virtually identical total sleep time (TST) obtained by

these two groups effectively equated. them in terms of
overall exposure to interferenee- Thrs it ânneârs

reasonabl-e to conclude t.hat t.he observed effect was due tro

a point of sleep interpolation and not differential
exposure to int.erf erence.

Hypothesis 2 sought to est.ablish the sleep effect
within the context of recognition memory. rn accordance

wiLh the original- work of ,Jenkins & Dallenbach (L924) , one

group (grp. 3) learned in t.he morninq and was tested in the
early evening, whi]e another group (grp. 4) ]earned in the
I ar-a ô\7ôñì -^ and was tested j n f.he ear'l r¡ mr,rni nn rFlnaq¡¡v vvqÐ LçÐ LçL, IU.U! tlJ_IIg . .tIIe

present. experiment. differed from previous studies in that
recognition rather than recal-l memory was assessed. The

change from recarl to recognition memory was implemented in
response to evidence suggest.ing that recal_1 measures ma]/

underestimate the magnitude of t.he sleep effect (i.e.
Ekstrand, 1'96'7) . The specific prediction was that group 4

subjects would exhibit superior retention by virtue of
having slept through most of their retention interval. This
prediction was confirmed thus reveal-ing that the commonly

observed effect of sleep on memory generaÌizes to the
domain of recognit.ion memory. with regard to the magnitude

of the effect, sleep was only found to account for L5z of
the total variation in recognition accuracy (table 3).
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Finally, self report. measures of t.otal sleep t.ime

indicated a mean TST value of 6.25 hours for group 4, thus

confirming the expectat.ion that. group 4 subjects would

spend mosL of their retention interval asleep.

The third and final hypothesis stated that group 4

would exhibit better retention than group 5. This

prediction emerged from the belief that the observed

effects of sleep on memory are due to sleep per se rather
than overnight biological rhythms. The resul-ts of group 5

were compared to those of group 3 to ensure that group 5

scores had not been effected by the sleep deprivat.ion.
Group 3 was deemed suitable for the task of controlling for
sleep deprivation effects because its members learned and

were tested over an equivalent. daytime interval. As

expect.ed the retention scores of groups 3 and 5 did not

differ suggest.ing t.hat group 5 subjects had not been

adversely effect.ed by the single night of sleep

deprivation. Having established t.hat group 5 subjects were

noL suffering from sleep deprivation effects, the result.s
from this group were then compared to those of group 4. rt
was reasoned that comparing the retention scores of groups

4 and 5 woul-d isolat.e the effects of sleep per se on

memory because these groups differed only in Lerms of their
immediate post-l-earning environment. Therefore, any

difference beLween the two groups coul-d be attributed t.o

t.he effects of sleep per se. contrary t.o expecL.ations, Lhe
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mean d' values of

This suggests that
memory may be more

circadian effect..

groups 4 and 5 did not differ (tabl_e

the well- documented effect of sleep

precisely described as an overnioht

tt

on



Discussion

This experiment was designed to examine three sal-ient
issues surrounding the sleep effect. First, the source of
the sleep effect was examined. That is, this st.udy sought

to determine whether the facil-itat.ing effect of sleep on

memory is due to a post-learning reduct.ion in cognitive
interference, or to a consolidation of the memory trace.
Second, this st.udy at.tempted to separate t.he effects of
sleep per se on memory from those of circadian rhvthms.

Finally, this experiment tried to repJ_icate and extend

previous work in this area by examining t.he sleep effecr.
within the cont.ext of recognit.ion memory. rn this sect.ion

each issue is summarized and discussed in liqht of the

interference and consolidation models of forget.ting. This

section al-so includes a discussion of the weaknesses

inherent in this design, and some suggest.ions for future
research.

The Source of the Sl_eep Ef f ect.

The primary goal of t.his study was Lo examine the

source of the sleep effect.. At. present there exist. two

different explanaLions of how sleep exerts its facil-itating
effect on memory. The most widely hel-d belief is that sleep

exerts its influence by passively protecting the memory
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trace from the noxious interference which is generated by

all waking activity (Keppel , 1-968; 1972). The belief Ehat

changes to the structure of the trace onlv occur in
response to waking activity is an important corollary of
this posit.ion. The second position, that of consolidation
theory, simply states that sleep exerts it.s infr-uence bv

promoLing t.he consolidation of recently acquired

informat.ion. consequentry the consol-idat.ion process shoul-d

be most. effective when sleep closely fol_l_ows learning.
fn this study, the int.erference and consolidation

model-s of forgetting were compared by contrast.ing t.he

ret.ention scores of groups 1 and 2. For t.his contrast, the
point of sleep interpolat.ion was manipulat.ed while all
ot.her variables, including exposure to interference and

circadian variables, were held constant. Circadian
variabl-es were control-l-ed by having the groups learn and be

t.ested at precisely t.he same times. Exposure to
interference was cont.rol-led as a resur-t of the fixed 24

hour ret.ention interval-. More specif íca1ly, tabl_e 3 reveal_s

t.hat groups 1 and 2 slept. for a virtualry id.entical_ amount

of time. Therefore, given the fixed interval, it follows
logically that the groups were also awake for an equal

amount of time. rnsofar as the occurrence of nonspecific
interference is linked directly to waking activit.y, it can

be stat.ed with confidence that. the groups were equaced in
Lerms of exposure to interference. Equal exposure to
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interference was of paramount importance for this contrast
because interference t.heory maintains that the rate of
forgetting is determined entirely by the amount of
interference to which subjects are exposed. As a resul_t of
this exclusive rel-iance on cognitive interference as t.he

sole mechanism of forgetting, the significant difference
which emerged between groups 1 and 2 is very difficu]t to
explain in interference terms. For this reason these

results are interpreted as providing strong support for the
notion of memory consolidation.

As previously mentioned, t.he d, measure of signal
detect.ion theory provides a relativery unbiased index of
recognition accuracy. The d' measure also enjoys a second,

very important characteristic: Namely, d., values are

bel-ieved to provide a measure of t.he average strength of
the uol-du it.ems (Murdock, 1-982). This characLeristic is
z{'ì r^^+- I -. -^ I ^.urrecrry rerevant t.o t.he comparison of the int.erference and

conso]idation models of forgetting since the consolidat.ion
process itsel-f is believed to have a direct impact on rrace
strength. That is, a consolidated memory trace is bel_ieved

to enjoy an enhanced resistance to degradation
(wickelgren, 1'976; Eysenck & Frith, Lg77) . This virtue is
believed to occur as a funct.ion of changes in trace
strength. IL therefore stands to reason t.hat a more

efficiently consolidated memory t.race should be ',stronser,,
t.han a l-ess efficientty consolidated one. Since t.he
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consolidation process is believed to be most efficient when

it closely follows learning, one would expect group 2 Lo

exhibit "stronger" memory traces. rnsofar as d., provides a

measure of the relative strength of the o1d items
(Murdock, 1982) , this expectation is confirmed by this
experiment (see Tabl-e 3) . In other words, group 2 which

slept shortly after learning, exhibited a "stronger,' memory

for t.he old items than did group 1. Although interference
theory does not concern itself directly with the issue of
trace st.rength, one can reasonably speculat.e that the
theory woul-d have to predict thab these groups would

exhibit equal trace strengths, since they were strictry
equat.ed in terms of exposure to interference.

Tso'ì af incr flro Effa¡l-< n€ Q'laan TÈ¡n'l F

This study also sought to separate the effects of
sleep itsel-f on memory from those of circadian rhythms.

This seemed desirab]e insofar as some circadian variations
are entirely dependent on s1eep, while others are

completely independent of sleep but tend to occupy the same

time interval- (rdzikowski, L984). The present experiment

examined this issue by comparing the retention scores of
two groups of subjects who differed only in terms of their
immediate post.-learning environment. Both groups l_earned

lat.e in the evening and were tested early in the morning,,
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thereby equatíng t.hem in terms of exposure to circadian
variables. However, one group vüas sleep deprived for t.he

entire retent.ion interval, whil-e the other was al_lowed to
sleep. rt. was reasoned that comparing the retention scores

of these two g'roups would isolate the effects of sleep

because the groups differed systematicarly only in that one

group slept whil-e t.he other did not. To ensure t.hat the
performance of the deprivation subjects was not

contaminaLed by the loss of sleep, their scores were

compared to t.hat of a group which ]earned and was tested
over an equivalent dayt.ime interval-. rn accordance with
previous research this study found that a single night of
sleep deprivat.ion did not adversely effect recognition
memory (Williams, Geiseking, & Lubing, L966) .

Based on the belief t.hat the observed memory effeccs
were indeed due to sleep, the present experiment predicted
t.hat subjects in the sleep condition would exhibit better
retention than those in the deprivat.ion condition. contrarv
to expectation no significant difference emerged between

the two conditions. since t.he two groups were t.reated

identically except for t.he incl-usion or excl-usion of sleep,

t.his finding strongly suggests that t.he sr-eep effect is
actually a circadian rhythm effect. This position is
consistent with previous research which shows t.hat memory

is influenced by a number of biorogical variables which

are largely i-ndependent. of sleep. For example, vasopressin,
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which has been implicated as a positive component of the
consol-idation process, is at its highest l-evel during the
night (George et a1. 1975) . Similarly, plasma cort.isol
l-evers, which ínhibit protein synthesis and are therefore
expected to have a negat.ive impact on memory consolidation,
are relat.ively low during most of the night (rdzikowski,

1"984) . Moreover, catechol_amines, which also inhibit
protein synthesis, are higher during the day in both human

plasma (Prinz et â1., 1,974), and human cerebro-spinal- fruid
(Ziegler et â1., L976).

These findings, along with the results of the present

^..^^-.i ñ^-'ÈexF)er.r-menr/ seem to suggest that circadian variabl-es al_one

are sufficient to promote the consolidation of recentry
acquíred memory traces. However, logic suggests that this
concl-usion be viewed with caution. For insLance, íf the
sleep effect is due solely to circadian rhythms Lhen one

would expect group 5, which was exposed to these circad.ian

changes, to report bet.ter retention than group 3 which was

not. That groups 3 and 5 did not differ raises the
possibility that the sleep effect may be due t.o an

interaction between sreep and circadian rhythms. Accepting

t.his possibility would l-ead one to expect a hierarchy of
performance among t.he eight hour groups. That. is, one would

expect that group 4, which received bot.h sleep and

overnight circadian rhythms, would exhibit. the best

retention, while group 3, which received neither wourd
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exhibit the worst retention. Group 5, whicLr was exposed

onry to the overnight circadian rhythms, woul-d be expected

Lo occupy the median posit.i-on in this hierarchy. Although

this is consistent v¡ith the result.s of t.his st.udy, these

differences did not reach statistical significance.
Therefore, stat.istically speaking, these results only all-ow

for the conclusion that the facilitat.ive effect of sreep on

memory is actually due to circadian rhythms. Nonethel_ess,

t.he fact that such a hierarchy did emerge does seem to
suggest that. sleep does exert some sort of a facilitative
effect on memory.

The fact that t.he differences in retention between

groups 4 and 5 did not reach significance al-so bears

directly on t.he interference mode] of forget.ting. wit.h

regard to t.his specific contrast, interference theory
predict.s that group 4 shoul-d exhibit superior retention
because it was only awake (i.e exposed to interference) for
one third of the time t.hat group 5 was . In f act, since

interference t.heory predicts no circadian effect on

forgetting, this contrast is functionarly equivarent to
that invol-ving groups 3 and 4. More specif ically, since
groups 3 and 5 were bot.h test.ed after eight hours of waking

activity, and since single-1íst forgetting is thought to
depend entirely on exposure to waking act.ivity (Keppe1,

L968) ' these t.wo groups should, according to interference
theory, represent identical- conditions. yet groups 3 and 4
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differed significantly from each other, whir-e groups 4 and

5 did not. These results appear impossible to explain from

an interference standpoint. To illustrate, if the

difference between groups 3 and 4 is ascribed to the fact
that group 3 was awake for B hours whil-e group 4 was awake

only 2.25 hours, then the same difference woul-d be expected

to emerge between groups 4 and 5 since the exact same

conditions once again apply. rn short, identical conditions
shoul-d reasonably be expected to produce identical result.s
The fact. that t.his did not occur suggests that, ât the very
least, int.erf erence theory provides an inchoate expl_anation

of the sleep effect.

Extendinq the Sleep Effect.

A third and final- goal of this investiqation was ro

replicat.e the original- .Tenkins and Dalr-enbach (1-924) study

within t.he context of recognition memory. This replication
was prompted by t.he desire to assess the sleep effect using

a more appropriate measure of item avail-ability. More

precisely, it is now widely accepted that. free recal-l tests
are too sensitive Lo recalr interference to be used as an

index of total response avail-abirity (e.g. wickelgrren,

1,976; Spear, 1,918; Tilley, 1981) . Since the sleep ef fect is
believed to be a storage phenomenon, it stands to reason

that it shoul-d be measured by tests which adequately
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address the total- contents of memory. In this reg,ard,

there is a growing consensus that. storage issues, thaL is
issues which are concerned with the total amount of
information in store, are best addressed by recognition
tests (e.9. Tulving & pearlstone, 1,966; Wolford, L971_¡

Loftus & loftus, 1-976¡ Wickelgren, Lg76; E\zsenck & Frith,
L971) . Based on this reasoning it was deemed desirable to
replicate the earlier work in this area within the context
of recognítion memory.

rn accordance with previous work, this study found

that subjects who sleep during a retention interval
remember more than t.hose who remain awake (e.s. .lenkins &

Dall-enbach, 1,924; Spight, L92B; van Ormer, 1,932,. Graves,

1931; Ekstrand, L967; rdzikowski, rgg4). The fact that this
replication occurred within t.he context of recognition
memory is notable in that. it emphasizes the robustness and

generalizab:-lity of the sleep effect. However, the
observed effect was found to account for only L5z of the
variatiOn fn ror.nrrnil-inn :CCuraCy Over an eight hOur

int.erval-. Unf ortunately, since previous studies did not
incl-ude a magnitude of effect. measure, it is impossibre to
say whether t.he magnitude of the effect obt.ained with
recognition t.ests differs from that obtained with the more

commonly employed free recall tests.
The small size of the observed effect. is most

plausibly ascribed to the generar ]ack of control over the
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total amount of sleep received by t.he sleep group (i.e.
group 4) . Tabl-e 3 reveal_s that, orì average, subjects in
this group only slept for six and one quarter hours of
their retention interval-; with the remaining time being
spent awake and probably in transit between their homes and

the experimental site. To be sure this problem could have

been avoided by having the subjects sleep in a sleep
laboratory. However, logistical considerations precluded

this option. The same constraints effectively added one

half hour to the retention intervar- of the sleep group (see

Appendix A, group 4). This additional time was added when

it became apparent. that. less than half of t.he subjects r¡/ere

in place and ready to begin testing within the originally
al-lotted time. fn essence t.hen, Lhe subjects in the sleep
group were operating under a dual disadvantage. First, they
only slept. for approximatery two thirds of t.heir retention
interval . second, t.heir ret.ention intervar was one hal_f

hour longer than that of the awake subjects (í.e. group

3 ) . Given t.hese conditions it. is not surprising that. sleep

only accounted for a relatively small amounL of the total
variation in recognit.ion accuracy. rndeed, that the sleep

effect emerged at. al-] under these conditions may be taken

as a LesLament t.o the robust.ness of this phenomenon. rn a

related vein, it is interesting to note t.hat., despite the
adverse condit.ions, group 4 subjects stirl exhibited the
highest. overall- d' val_ue.
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Suqqestions for Future Research.

The results of this study provide support. for the
notion of memory consol-idation. As is often the case, work

on one specific project generates ideas for fut.ure work.

This section will outl_ine some of these ideas.
The most obvious extension of this study would involve

det.ermining whether arousal- is a necessary part. of this
procedure. since al-l- groups in this study learned under

conditions of emotional arousal the present design cannotr

speak to this issue. The present. design also provid.es no

information on t.he theoret.ically expected differences
between recall and recognition. These issues coutd easily
be addressed with a single experiment.. For example, a 2

(arousal/no arousal_) x 2 (recall/recognition) design would

address both issues. such an experiment would probably work

best by having all subjects learn at night and then be

tested in the morning. conversely the retent.ion interval
could also be varied thus expanding the experiment to a

three way design.

The circadian variable finding certainly requires
replication. rdeally such a replication would involve
polysomnographic monitoring in a sleep laboratory. These

added measures woul-d provide more precise information as to
the amount and quarity of sleep obtained by the subjects.
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Consequently, future research could avoid the hearry

re]iance on self-report measures which characterized the

present. investigation.
Finally the original studies by Jenkins and Dallenbach

(t924) and van Ormer (]-932) demand replication. These

studies remain the only available studies to have charted

the course of the memory trace over the entire night. Both

studies obtained an identical pattern of results. However,

replications invol-ving modern porysomnographic techniques

would enhance the validity of these studies whil-e

simul-taneously providing additional physiological- data.

Depending on the specifics of the design, such a st.udy

could also provide valuabre information about t.he relative
cont.ributions of ea¡h slcar¡ stage to the process of memory

consolidation -

Concludinq Remarks.

This experiment obt.ained results which are believed to
provide strong and unequivocal- support for the not.ion of
memory consolidation. More specificarly, in accordance with
a prediction derived from Lhe tenets of consolidation
theory, this study found that the point. of sleep

interpolation has a direct. effect on the sLrength of the

memory trace and hence overall retention. rn fact the poinL

of sleep interpolation was found Lo account for t3z of t.he



total variation in recognition accuracy over a 24 ]nour

interval. This st.udy al-so found evidence which suggestrs

that the sleep effect is actually a circadian rhythm

effect. This finding is important. in thaL, should it prove

replicable, it provides direction for future research into
the biology of memory processes. That is, a robust

circadian effect on memory would logically suggest that the
changes associated specifically with the last third of the

circadian cycre are actively involved in the ret.ention of
recently acquired information. Such a finding could

reasonably be expect.ed to produce significant theoret.ical
and practical developments.

Recall t.hat, according t.o interference theory, the

rate of extra-experiment.al (i . e. single-list ) f orget.ting

depends sol-e1y on the amount. of Rr to which one is exposed

(Keppel, 1968¡ 1972) . To the extent that the occurrence of
RI is tied directly to waking activity, one can say chat

t.he forget.ting of a single list is determined entirely by

the amount of waking activicy which intervenes between

learning and testing. This assumpt.ion was added to
cl-assical interference theory when it became apparenr that
the model could not convincingly explain extra-experimental
forgetting. The resul-t of this study suggest. that t.his

assumption is no longer tenable. For exampJ-e, this position
clearly predicts that, all_ things being equa1, memory

performance should not vary as long as subjects are equated
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in Lerms of overall time awake. rnsofar as gfroup 2 subjects

exhibited better retent.ion than group 1 subjects, despite

being awake for the same amount of time, this study

provides evidence which directly contravenes this
prediction. Moreover, the finding that the robust and well
documented sleep effect is, at least. in part, due to simple

circadian rhyt.hms al-so undermines the interference position
because a1l- waking activity is assumed to be detrimentar to
retention regardless of its t.emporal location. Mostr

damaging perhaps, is the finding that two theoretically
identical sit.uations (i.e. grp. 3 vs. erÞ. 4¡ grp. 4 vs.
grp. 5) produce stat.istically different resul-ts. Taken

together these results strongly suggest t.hat the widely
accepted model of interference is in need of reworkinq.

This is not meanL to deny Ehe importance or existence of
cognitive int.erference. On the cont.rary, the truly
vol-uminous literat.ure documenting the existence and effects
of cognitive interference clearly establish the phenomenon

as va1id. The belief t.hat the int.erference position has

been overstated appears more reasonable. In this reg.ard,

Ekstrand (L972) has argued that. interference effects appear

to be restricted to ret.rieval- siLuations and t.herefore

interference theory may not be applicable to storage

issues. He goes on to add that. storage issues appear to be

most. readily interpreted from a consolidation Lheory

standpoint. rnsofar as the sleep effect is thought to be a
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storage phenomenon, the results and conclusions drawn from

this study are in compÌete harmony with Ekstrand,s
position.
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Groups

learn 10am --- wake ql aane+vey test 1Oam

2. learn 11:30om ---- q'l aan wake t.est 11 :3 Opm

learn 8:30am -- wake test 4:3Opm

4. l-earn L2am Lest 8:3Opm

5. learn 12am sleep dep. test Bam

Notes:

1) Comparing groups l- and 2 provides a direct contrast. of

the interference and conso]idation predictions.

2) Groups 3 and 4 replicate .Tenkins and Dallenbach (1924)

3 ) Comparing groups 5 and 4 isol-ates the effects of

circadian rhythms on memory. With regard to this contrast.,

group 3 funct.ions as a contro1 group for non-specific sleep

deprivat.ion ef f ecLs.
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Appendix B

Screening QuesLionnaire No. 1,



PLease answer the foLlowing questions as honestly and

accurately as you can. Your responses wil_1 be kept

strictly conf idential.

1. when you awaken in the morning, how often can you recal-L

experiencing at least one dream during the night?

latz

Never Somet imes

1

ÀJ-ways

2. I.lhen you awaken in the morning, how often can you

describe all or part of a dream experienced before

awa ken i ng ?

12

Never

.*

Somet imes

6 1

Àlways

3" On the average, how many mornings a week can you reca11

all or part of a dream when you awaken?

01234561

4. In general, how often do you have trouble falling
asleep at night?

tz

Never

4

Somet imes

1

À1 ways



5. In general, how often do your dreams awaken you during

the niqht?

<^t¿

Never

4

Some t imes

1

ÀIways

6. On the average, hon many nights a week do you have

n i ghtmares?

01234567

7" In general, how often do you awaken early in the

morning and then have difficulty falling back to sleep?

12
Never

4

Somet imes

1

ÀIways

B" Have you elver consulted a medical or mental health
professional about a sleep-related problem? yes _ No

If yes, at what age?

For what problem?

glith what outcome?

What is the present st,atus of this condition?

9. Àre you generally in good health? yes No



10. Are you currently being treat.ed f or any nrecì ical problerrrs?
Yes No

If yes, what are you currentty being treated for?

11. I^lirat prescription and,/or over-the-courrter rrredications are vou

currently Lak ing?

Drug: Dosage,/day: pur oose:

12. orr the average how many days per week do you drirrk archohol?

01234567

13" Àre you currently taking any ottrer drugs? yes_ No

If so, whaL?

How often?

1,4" tlhat time do you normally go to bed?_ Get up?--
1-5. rn generar, how rnany tirnes per night do you usual_ly wake up?

012

16" I.low long does it usually take you to fall asleep?

(answer is optional)
(arrswer is optional)

15 rninutes or less

nrore than 30 mins. rrore t.han t hour

I7. In general, l'¡ow would you rate your sleep?

30 rrrirrs.

012

very
poor

:

average

7

vely
good
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Learning List
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1- - 40 (in order)

l-. sil-ence

2. daylisht.

3. amounL

4 \^7êânarn

\ ñt^rnanñ

6. kíndness

'7 *aF -'lt. rttcLar

8. river
Q r¡i I 'l anov ¿¿+g:,v

1-0. arrow

11. effort
12. meadow

13. teacher

L4. artist
l-5. shadow

16 r¡¡l- anl-

L7 . kettl-e

18. duty

1,9 . costume

20. rattle

21". custom

22. palace

23. letter
24. cell-ar

25. humor

26. devil
27. prison

28. poet

29. money

? n n'i nl-:rray!ves!v

31. honor

32. butter

33. dollar
'), ¿, qr r aYâ rv uYs!

th ìrrcrf ñô
J svv¿vv

36. glory

37 . barrel-

?e ânñôr

39. women

40. boulder
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Distractors



l.23

=¿. Uvvr¿IY|rrU

42. insect

43. blossom

44. owner

45. val1ey

46. scarlet

47. fortune

48. friend
49 . fl-ower

50. science

\ | amnìt I qô

52. answer

q? Ìrona¡ rvv:rYs!

54. college
qq marri aaa¿sY v

56. salad

57. coffee

58. jury
\9 ñrâr rì ôy!s¿! ¿v

60. freedom

61-. cotton

62. lemon

63. paper

64. ticket

65. belief

66. baker

67. garments

68. odor

69 . vict.im

70. vision
7I. background

72. pupil

73. murder

74. exhaust

75. doctor

7 6. event

17. knowledge

'7 Q na rrian
:,9! gvrr

79. steamer

80. maiden
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Tesl, Lisl (in orrler)

L. honor

2. daylight

3. maiden

4. steamer

5. palace

6. but.ter

7. meadow

8. devil-

9. murder

1 ô ânñôrs¿¡Y v!

11-. qarments

1-2. baker

1-3. ce1lar

1-4. patent

1 R ñâñôr
¡/sÀ/ v!

1,6. cof f ee

1,7 . j ury

i-8. f reedom

1-9. poet

20. cotton

21-. letter

22. science

4L. clothing
42. insect

43. humor

44. beggar

45. garden

46. lemon

47. owner

48. bl-ossom

49. scarlet

50. silence
q1 nr= i r'i a

52. friend
Ã? m^ñô\tr(rv¡¡çJ

54. river

55. belief

56. teacher

57. kindness

58. rattle

59. amount

60. boulder

61,. victim

62. ket.t.le



a^aL¿O

) < ñrr cñnyr ¿ev¡¡

24. sa]ad

25. costume

26. sugar

27. valley

28. met.al

29. anshler

30. duty

31- . background
'),) r^7ôân^n

vY vs¡/vrr

J sve¿vv

34. arrow

35. artist
?Á imnr¡l qa

37. fortune
? a ¡nl 'l aaavv¿ ¿v:j v

39. exhaust.

40. women

63. effort
64. vision

65. pupil

66. dol1ar

61. shadow

68. event

69. custom

I U - tr_cKetr

7I. odor

72. knowledge

73. barrel
7 4. flower

75. gfory

7 6 . village
77. doctor
'lu ñl 

^r11Éôt v. }/rvus!v

19. marriage

an t-r^ri -l i nht-vv. uYv¿+¿Y¡¡e
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Test Form



Name Student number

'ì

IL.

6.

8.

q

10.

11

1?

t4.
'lq

1A

1A

20

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

UIJ tJ

OLD

ULU

otD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

^r ñ

ut t)

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

NEtJ

NEW

NEI,T

NEV¡

NEt^I

NEtI

NEtI

NEW

NE9T

NET^I

NEI^¡

NEW

NEW

NEW

NET^I

NET,T

NEtl

NEUT

NEqT

NEI,T

2L.

') '1.

¿J.

26.

zó-

29.

30.

<l

J¿.

33.

1A

'ìq

Jt.

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

UI, U

OLD

OLD

UI.l,

OLD

OLD

\)LU

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

NEW

NEW

N EI^J

NEW

NEi^J

t\ úw

NEtJ

NEÌ^J

NEI^J

NEW

NEI^]

NETd

NEW

NEI^I

NEI^T

NEW

t'lEW

NEW

NEI^I

NEW



'2.

41.

ÁaaL.

q¿t .

45.

åo.

^1

ato -

49.

52.

tr-Á

55.

qÂ

e^

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

^rn

ULU

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

t\t1w

NEI^J

NEW

NEI^l

l\t1w

NEtd

NET¡T

NET^I

NEI^¡

NET^T

N-t!w

NEqT

NEt^I

NEW

NET,J

NET¡}

t\11w

NEW

NEW

NEW

ç. 1

62.

64.

Ã5

66.

61 .

oo.

Áo

'7ñ

tz.

16.

tö.

o^

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

OLD

NEI^I

NEI^l

NEI^J

NEI^,

N EüJ

NEI^l

NEhI

NEI^j

NEt"I

NEW

NEt^¡

NEW

NEI^¡

NEI^T

NEI^J

NEW

NEtl

NEi^l

NEI^T

NEI,J
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Appendix G

Screeninçr Questionnaire No. 2



Name

L. lihat time did you go to bed last night?

2. What time did you wake up this morning?

i. How would you rate Iast ¡i'¡htrs sleep?

Student number

012

very
poor

45

aver age

1

v ery
good

4. How long did it take you to fall asleep last night?

15 minutes or less

more than 30 mins.

30 mins.

more than l- hour

tr rr ¡-i*^- ,tiÁ ,.'-ì..- 'l r-f ^ichf"f,. Fiow many tI¡tleÞ u.l'Ll yuu wdl\Ë uy rctrL rrfY!¡u.

012

6. Do you remember a dream from last night? Yes- No-

If 50¡ could you please describe it in as much detail as
possible (use the back of this sheet if necessary) '


